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My sincere thanks to all the following readers who took the time and
trouble to send in contributions over the past month (ie. between 14th
March and 14th April):
Jim Struthers, Jack Higham, Lol Oakes, Keith Burnard, Tom Frost, John
Yates, The Grue!, Tony Melville, Brian Pell, Joan Williams, Lorna
Paterson, Ann Potter, Amanda Oliver, Nic Rumsey, Sharon Harwood, Neil
Shipman, George Kersey, Jim Donaldson, Angie Cobbold, The Wayfarer,
Ron Rainbird, Barbara Gibb, Gordon Inglis, Alan Davis, Bob Adams and
Sandra Sharkey.
A special thanks to Kez Gray for this months cover picture.
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CONTRIBUTIONSContributions are always needed and ALL readers are invited to send in
items for every section. Anything from a single hint or tip to a fullarticle are all very we l come. Reviews of the adventures you have
played are especially welcome. Please check first to see if a review
has already appeared. Don't worry if you cannot send items typed up
for inclusion in the magazine as handwritten items are just as
welcome. If you send in contributions for more than one section then
please make sure that you use different sheets for each and make sure
you include your name and computer. If .,you send in items ready typed
then please use A4 wilh a nice margin all round with text being approx
70 chars across and 60 lines per page. lf you prefer to send items on
disc, | am able to print out from Amstrad 6128 (Tasword or Protext),
C64 (Easyscraipt or Mini Office 11) or Atari ST (Firstword Plus). All
discs will be returned. It you send in ads for software for In-Touch
section please ensure that adventures, arcade, utilities etc are
clearly marked so purchasers know exactly which is which.........Mandy
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EDITORIAL
Welcome to Volume IV, Issue five of Adventure Probe.
Goodness me! how time flies. Two years ago this month | was waffling
my way through my first editorial. it really doesn’t seem that long
ago does it? Which also reminds me to tell you that next month isProbe's FOURTH birthday! So we will try and celebrate next issue. And
there is even more to celebrate! Congratulations and very best wishesto Paul Brunyee and Trudy who were married last week. We all wish youboth every happiness for the future.
Last month | had a visit from Tom Frost and we spent a very enjoyableafternoon and evening chatting like old friends. Tom had fun answeringthe phone and giving everyone a surprise as they thought they haddialed the wrong number! lt was great meeting another Probe reader. So
far | have only had the pleasure of meeting Joy Birley, Jim O'Keeffe
and Tom. Dicon Peeke and Jason Deane are long time friends as well asProbe readers and, as they live nearby we meet regularly. It wasunfortunate that I couldn't go to the Bugblatter's Ball in Wigan
where, | understand from my official Probe mole, that Pete Gerrard,Pat Winstanley, Sandra Sharkey, Janice Charnley, Jackie Wright, Lol
Oakes, Jim D'Keeffe and The Grue! had a fantastic evening get-together(if | have missed anyone out then please forgive we). They plan tohave more of them and, if they have an afternoon meeting, it willallow more of us to attend. They all survived the meeting with Grue!and a couple of the ladies who were there have expressed surprise thatthe Grue! was so good-looking! Dicon Peeke has been delving into anvery ancient coupy of Encyclopedia Frobozica and discovered that thereis 8 legend that Grues are, in truth, sweet, cuddly, tluffy and kindand that they put the nasty rumours around to protect themselves from
over-cuddling which can iead to overheating of Grues. This in turn canlead to a population explosion in the Grue caves. | dare say that ourGrue! will make haste to put us right on the facts. This month seesthe start of a serious series of articles by the Grue! (honestly, itreally ls serious. | didn't believe it either until | read it!) | am
sure you will find it very interesting.
A specisl word of thanks must go to the wembers of ConfidentialNaguzine, this month. They gave Probe great coverage throughout theirmagazine and this hes led to loads of new subscribers joining us atProbe. John Treviliian is giving extensive coverage of 8-bit users and
home produced adventures so, even if the Special Reserve no longercaters for your computer you can still join Confidential and find lotsLo interest you, it really is well worth a look. See centre pages ofthis lwsue for further details. Thanks also to all the othercolumnists, Mike, Pete, Keith, Balrog etc who kindly mention Probe intheir respective magazines, it really is appreciated very much indeed.
Hy thanks also to all who kindly send out Probe leaflets with theirsoftware and distribute them at every opportunity. So many of you work
very hard behind the scenes and never get a word of thanks so it isabout time you did. Thank you all.
Well, once again, I'm nearing the bottom of the page so |! had bettersign off. Just one last thing. The list of solutions available fromProbe has now grown to FOUR pages and | will have to think of ways ofincluding it in Probe in stages as it doesn't make very interestingreading does it? Meanwhile, it you want the full, updated list thenjust send me a S.A.E. | do hope you enjoy this issue and | will seeyou all again next month as usual.
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apREVIEWS
CASTLE MASTER

By Incentive Software/New Dimension International Ltd, Zephyr One,
Calleva Fark, Aldermaston, Berkshire, KG7 aQw. For Amstrad CPC's,
Spectrum and Commodore 64 on Cassette for £9.99 and on disc for
£14.99. For Atari ST and Amiga at t24.99 and for PC at £29.99.

Reviewer - MANDY played on Amstrad 6128 and Atari ST

Il was sent this new game for playtesting and, in normal circumstances
wouldn't write a review but, as there were no bugs to be found and no
comments or suggestions of mine used in the production of the game, |

think it is safe to go ahead and give you my comments.

Incentive have used their 3D
Freescape system to produce a game
which, in my opinion, is more of an
adventure than a strategy game.
Set in an old Norman castle, this
game gives you the opportunity to
take on either the w®male or female
role to save your twin who has been
captured and imprisoned in one of
the towers of the castle by the
wicked demon-wizard Magister. To
complete your task you must destroy
the many evil spirits which inhabit
the castle and to try and discover
some vital keys which are needed to
uniock ten doors in the castle.
Treasure is also to be found and
food and magic potions can be found
to make life much easier.
In this new version of Freescape you can wsanipulate objects to a
certain extent to examine, eat, pick up etc and there is plenty to
keep you occupied for hours. Battling with the evil spirits is simply
a case of a well aimed rock once you have got them in your sights. As
the whole scenario is in solid 3D it is possible to walk all around
objects and examine them from all angles and even to move over and
under them. Looking underneath furniture often brings nice surprises.
There are various modes to use such as run, walk, crawl etc and you
are provided with a "spirit level” to see how well you are doing.
Pressing the | key will take you into the save/load mode and also to
identify which keys you have managed to collect so far.
There are many problems to be overcome too. For instance, how do you
empty the pool in the hot baths, how do you get onto the chapel roof,
how do you discover the entrance to the many secret rooms and where on
earth is the last spirit to be destroyed? There are many, many more
puzzles to be solved but | won't spoil ‘your enjoyment by giving too
much away. There are lots of cryptic hints to be found if you examine
all the pictures carefully around the castle which will help you quite
a bit, although | have to admit that some of the cryptic hints kept me
puzzling far longer than the puzzle they were refering to!
In the Amstrad CPC version there are four floors to be explored
including the catacombs, which are a puzzle in themselves, and | found
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myself playing again and again to find more and more missed treasureuntil 1 finally solved the puzzies and rescued my twin. Even playedon a green screen monitor was an enjoyable experience.
1 then turned my attention to the 16 bit version of the game and this
was where | found that the Freescape system really came into its own.The extra memory has been well utilised with hundreds of much moreintricate problems to be solved such as finding a way to get through
an elusive trapdoor to land on that strategically placed mattress,finding the correct combination of buttons to be pressed Lo open apath through a long passage, trying to get the timing just right toavoid being crushed whilst going through the portcullis and throughthe sliding doors and many, many more. in this version there is awhole extra floor as well as many more rooms added to the existingfloors. The problems are tougher, probably because they are moreintricate and | have to say that this version really did give me moreentertainment.
I wasn't too impressed with my first sight of the game until | gotinto the castle proper and started exploring but in no time | foundthat | was completely hooked on the game and kept coming back formore. lt can be very addictive indeed. The game is very playable. Justbeing able to climb onto convenient chairs to reach high shelves,opening and exploring cupboards and crawling under furniture was verysatisfying in that 3D landscape. i honestly feel that, at last, theFreescape system has been put to its very best use - in an adventure.
The price is, | feel, just a little high for this game but if you wantto spend some very pleasant hours of exploration and discovery then |
would suggest that you order your copy, I don't think you'll regretit.

PERE E SESE ES ECS ESS ET SSS ST SCS SCS SIS SSSSSSSSSsSs=zzDs=s=s=

THE HOUND OF SHADOW
Electronic Arts. Price around £24.99.

Reviewer - THE GRUE! played on Amiga

Set in England in the 20's and inspired by the works of H.P.Lovecraft,you are guest at a mysterious seance. Six people surround the table, areal mix of characters, one of them your host the Adept Karmi. Yourhost begins his ritual for the start of the seance and then proceedsto fall into some kind of trance you begin to think is all ratherfalse. You've seen it all before, choose an obvious victim from amongthe guests, imitate a departed relative and they're laughing all the
way to the bank. Suddenly the Adept throws his head back, stiffensand starts to sweat profusely, his eyes bulging and full of menace. Helooks at everyone seated around the table, pausing at you and thenturning to a young man seated nearby, proclaims "The Hound of Shadowis upon you and you bear its mark". The Adept collapses in a heap onthe table and appears to be in a bad way, something is obviouslywrong. Jasmine, the maid, quickly ushers the guests out and you findyou have become involved in a mystery, one of the occult, demonicpossesion and other unmentionable horrors.
This is, 1 think, Electronic Arts first adventure and is a role-playing game using the Timeline system. What makes this rather
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ditferent is that apart from choosing a pre-defined character or
setting one up yourself, is that your character will be recognised by
any future Timeline games and adapt itself to the character, each game
becoming part of the characters history and personality.
Unfortunately the role-playing element of the game is fairly weak, for
if your character doesn’t have the required trait needed for a certain
problem the game automatically either adjusts or does it for you if
you just wait a turn or two. 1 tried two pre-defined characters and
one set up by myself, the game played almost identically no matter
which | used.
The parser is also very poor because it seemed that it was only as
long as my input contained the correct verb needed at that particulartime that | was OK. One thing I did like about the parser was when
communicating with others, no need to use inverted commas or specify
who you wanted to talk to. All you had to do was ask in the normal
manner... do you have his address, is quite acceptable for the game to
understand what you mean. Also you will not need to wander around
using N.S.E.VW type of inputs, if you wish to go to a particular place
you just use Go to British Museum or Go to 49A Museum Street. This
works very well and speeds the gameplay up nicely.
What makes Hound of Shadow remarkable is the quality of the text and
the immensly powerful atmosphere generated by the game. If you thought
Infocom’'s Lurking Horror was frightening, the Hound of Shadow will
soon have you sweating at your keyboard.
The game is played over a period of eight days by which time you
should have gained enough information to confront and defeat this efil
force, fail to do so and you will! becomeyet another victim! The first
two days don’t cound for a great deal apart from gleening a basic
background history about a strange occurence in San Fransisco which
might be related to the Hound. Your computer friend suggests you might
learn wore from the British Museum and it is here that a large amound
of the game is spent.
The pleasure | got researching various reference books in the reading
room was amazing. A clue within one book led to another and so on.
Eventually you learn of a huge black dog (obviously the Grue's) and
the macabre events that happened at a place called Blythburgh. The
accound of these events are vividly documented by the local priest at
the time and as the story unfolds it becomes more and more chilling.
You even manage to survive an attack from the Hound but take heed it
is just a warning, it wants you to survive so you have time to think
about the real horror... of knowing you're next!!!!
| telt at times that the game was too helpful to me and it reallydidn’t allow the player to take enough control within the game. Hound
of Shadow, for all its faults and that includes a very poor parser, is
a game I enjoyed hugely. It is so atmospheric, allowing your
imaginatioin to run riot. The writers have really done their research
and it all adds to the authenticity of the game. They have also
written a great story.
A very commendable first effort and with improvements to the parser
etc, Electronic Arts could be a name on the lips of a lot more
adventurers!
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STREET FATROLLER - THE REMIX F

 %
Central Computing, &1 Keech Road, Gillway, Tamworth, Staffs R79 800

Available for the EHC Model EK on cassette for [4.00
Reviewer - Neil Shipman

Simorn Maren has beer. bus, programming of late as, hot on the heels of
1T°S MAGIC, we're treated to STREET FATFOLLER - THE REMIX). This 1s a
re-working of and vast improvement on the original version relecsecd
three years ago and, once again, Simon has done his usual clever ,obof getting the utmost out of the Beeb s tiny memory capacity.
Su, what's 1t all about™ Well, ir thas te:t adventure you play the
part of Faul brace. a young policeman whose promising career has been
blighted bt, his being accused of a crime he didn't commit. The -
scenari1u 1 outlined 1n a small booblet which 1nclude: the playinginstructions and accompanies the game. What's happened 1s this:
Dressed 1n civvies. Faul was talen ac a hostage by a gang of ban
robbers mel ing their getawa,. A priotographer for the lhe bail, Goszap
snaps ham before he's thrown out of the thheves' car and the local
rag loses no time 1n printing false accusations of Faul's complicity
1n the read. tnuwing The Gossips reputation as a scerndal sheet,Paul's superiors ignore 1ts colls for charges to be pressed and arecontent to conduct a “routine 1nvestigation”. Then, 1n a violent and
blood, raia, the royal ,ewelc are ctolen. The paper puts two and two
together, comes up with anything but four, and prints a story under
the headline “Local Cop In Jewels Theft”, This time Faul 1c suspended
- and this 1s where you come 1. You have three weels Lo prove your(Faul’e) 1nnocence betore the preliminary hearing.
When the game begins you are ir your living room and you've not longbefure you're carted off tou the police station and heve toc hand over
your umitorm. Then you can’t do much for the rest of the day because
you haven't got any mone,, but this 1s the i1deal opportunity to map
out mast of the 70+ locations. Different places are accessible atdifferent times of day and I 1rait.ially felt | wanted to see a displayof the time on the screen. Then | came across this fartastac
multipurpose robot which not onl, told the time and date but did a
number ot other useful things too.
Once 1°'d managed tc acquire some cash on the following doy I was ableto bu, lcads of goodies and also recruit clever Trevor Dict, the
local Frivate Investigator, to help me. The adventure 1s peopled withlots of other characters leading out their own lives as the days
progrese. You can only react with or avoid them accord:ng to the time
and date. what you've got and where you are. Different weather
conditions have an etfect toc. This may seem pretty complicated atfirst but becomes clearer the longer you continue playing.
With the story taling place over a three weel period 1n May (and each
move only using up SY Minutes!) you've a 10t Of tame to bill. Waiting
around 1s, however, provided for b, different ways of using the WAIT
command. WAIT followed by 20 to $5 advances time by that number of
minutes, while a number between 1 and 19 moves things on 1n hours.
WAIT UNTIL X (where X 1s a date lite 14 MAY) tales you home.
automatically SLEEFs as required, and sets the time tc 9 am on the
appropriate da,.
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This generally worls ertremel yy well, but do male sure that you pay
close atterition to the e 1te mentioned 1n the location descriptions
because new ones ma, appear at certain times and dates. Re prepared
to wander around. too, az the whereabouts of new locetion:z are not
alwaye obvious. For e.amp le, after Tre. had announced that he'd
traced an 1lleyel redic station 1t tool me an awfull, long time to
find where 1t was — and when 1 did 1t was quite by chance!’

Wher you get stuclt you car alweys lool at the very comprehensivehints program supplied on the fiip side of the cassette. This isfollowed b, & vert list which can be printed out - something I found
only after 1°d laboriously noted down all the recogrased verbs asthey scrolled across the adventure’'s loading screen' Then there are
some adverts and & profile of the programmer himself.
The parser 1n STREET FATROLLEFR 15 up to Simone usual high standards.
Commands available include GET/DROF ALL or EVERYTHING EXCEFT a listof objects. RESCUE to get yourself out of a 1, and the recognitionof IT az the last used noun. Several commands can be strung together,separated by & comma, full stop or THEN. Most words can be shortenedto yust T letters and there are the usual abbreviations for (L)oot
and (Repeat.
Interaction with people 1s achieved by, ASH character FOR object or
GIVE something TO him. Eecavze of memor, constraints there’s no
RAMSAVE, but that doesn’t matter because you hardly ever get hillecoff. I actuelly found this encouraged me to explore further throughthe adventure ever after 1°d done something wrong. This. in turn,
gave me a glimpse of some of the things that were going to happenlater on which 1 needed tu be prepared for.
The method of scoring 1s very novel, teing based on & cricket match.
You have to reach a fied target to win. but you lose a wicket everytime you do something zilly or use RESCUE. Lose 10 wickets and the
geme’s cover. 1 found thos particularl, appropriate because, at thetime I played the adventure, Englend were going great guns againstthe West Indies' The screen display was attractive. too. with a blantline being left before and after the input line which itself appearsin green.
1 felt that the logic behind one or two of the puzzles in the game
was a bat "iffy" - e.g. why should I need a knife with which to cut athread instead of the sword 1°d already acquired” But that's just me
being nit-picking. On the whole, STREET FATROLLEF - THE REMIX is awell-planned, excellently programmed adventure and one which I
enjoyed playing.
As we've come to expect in anything from Central Computing. Simon's
quirky humour showz through, although I thint this is probably hismost "serious" offering to date. If you weren't one of the readersdue to receive 8 free copy then 1t's worth sending off for. Thais
looks like being Simon's last one for the Beeb - but watch out Cé4a
owners because he plans (threatens?!) to start programming for you!

ALE0 AVAILABLE fro COM del BE on casset‘e
Street Fatrcller — The Original ...ccce... £1.99
The Mystery Of The Lost Sheep ececcecsceceees £2.50
ILS MAGIC vesvnnonvovenonsassansebonse swe Rls
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i : HEADED SMUGGLERZenobi Software, 26 Spotland Tops, Cutgate, Kochdale, Lancs, UL12 7NX

For Spectrum 48/128K on cassette priced at £2.99
Reviewer - BARBARA GIBB

THE CASE OF THE B

In this two part text-only adventure you play Sherlock Holmes, the
world's greatest detective. He is accompanied by his tftriend, Doctor
Watson. One day in January 1899 they had a visit from a Victor Wathley
who is worried about his uncle, George Wathley, a tea-importer who has
been smuggling various goods into the country, concealed in the tea-chests. Although Victor is upset about the reason for this, it seemshis main concern is that for the last few weeks his uncle has remained
in his country house. When his nephew visited his he was told to mind
his own business, and was pushed outside, an action that caused a
crumpled note to fall from his pocket. Victor retrieved it; it read
"Remember Johnson, you will get the same - signed F.0.S."

Holmes says he remembers that a Nathaniel Johnson, who owned a tea-
parlour, had been decapitated and dumped outside his house, a note
with 2 crossed swords drawn on it was pinned to the body; the murder
is still unsolved. He explains to Watson that F.0.S. stands for
"Fellowship of Swords™ and thinks Victor has every reason to fear forhis uncle's life. Holmes agrees to help Victor.

They travel by carriage then train to the country station of Horsham
where Victor is waiting for them. Together they walk the shortdistance to the house. From the large gates a gravel path leads to the
front entrance which is around the corner of the building. As they
approach the corner their eyes fall on a gruesome sight. There, in ascarlet pool of blood, lay George Wathley, his decapitated head lyingbeside the body. Your aim is to discover the mo tive and murder
weapon, and accuse the killer or killers.
Part 1 of the adventure starts with Holmes, Watson and Victor MWathley
looking down at the sickening sight of the decapitated body. A layerof snow covers the trees, lawns and path, and the house has the usual
upstairs and downstairs rooms, also a secret room and a cellar if you
can find the entrances. You will have to search everywhere and
everything for evidence.
Some inputs have to be exact and in particular instances may give riseto gnashing of teeth, but by the time you are ready to start part 2
you should be accustomed to the style of inputs required. You can TALK
TO (character's name), QUESTION (char.name) for information, also
EXAMINE (char.name) to ascertain their appearance, and the only
playing hint | will give is start with Victor as he has some importantinformation. Some clues are in full view, and of course some arehidden, so EXAMine (everything) LOOK IN (object) are necessary. In
part 1 only, you can even ask a companion to FIND (char.name) although
| admit | was never successful with this input.
Part 2 starts outside your (Holmes's) residence. From here you can
HAIL CAB, but must know what to say to the Cabbie - your adventuringin part 1 should have elicited a few addresses. It's difficult to
describe part 2 without giving too much away, suffice to say you willvisit interesting places and. meet some unsavoury characters before
being in a position to ACCUSE the murderer/murderers.
"Beheaded Smuggler” is written by Patrick Walsh using the P.A.W. and
initially released last year, but now published by Zenobi Software
with all the original mistakes corrected. An inpressive loading screenhas been added. It's credited to Krazy Kez Gray but | know it was
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greatly improved by John Wilson, Another improvement is that theintroduction has now been printed as an accompanying leaflet insteadof having to laboriously load and read it before loading in the actualadventure.
Patrick shows a good knowledge and understanding of the Conan Doylestories, and in my opinion transfers the characters of Sherlock Holmesand Doctor Watson to the computer adventure more successfully thansome other writers. Some of the responses are lengthy exchangesbetween Holmes and Watson, illustrating the impatience of Holmes andplacid nature of Watson. The locations, as far as | know, are mostlyoriginal yet faithful to the period.The character set is a clear, readable print with the top of thescreen showing available exits and the time of day, which advances byone minute per input. To store and re-load to and from memory you canuse RS and RL; for more permanent saves to tape use TS and TL, howeveras a concession to the "oldies™ of wus who are in the habit ofexpecting SAVE to be the standard command, you will be asked theunusual question TIME for the filename of the save to tape, but onlyin part one.

A detective story is probably the most difficult plot to translateinto a computer adventure so all credit to Patrick for a thoroughknowledge of his subject, although | think at least one assumption isa bit far-fetched. Nevertheless, a very interesting and enjoyableadventure to play.

DRAKKENAvailable for Amiga and Atari ST. Shop around for best prices:Reviewer - BRIAN PELL played on Amiga

Fancy yourself as a St George and killing a few dragons? Well Drakkenis the game for you. it is a role playing adventure which hasBloodwych at its knees. The realistic sound effects of birds and theroar of the winds echo around your rooms making you feel that you arereally in the great out-doors. The graphics add to the feeling ofrealism too. Smooth and lifelike dragons make you really think theydid exist and if they did exist you would expect that they would havelooked, sounded and killed exactly like this and you do get killedwith alarming regularity at first.You can take your pick of male or female characters. | picked all maleperhaps because I'm a male chavanist pig. I did have a look at thefamale characters without their clothes and the scout was a very biggirl. (Shame on you!..........Ed). Anyway, back to the game, the moreyou kil] the more points you score and what do points make? Money,
weapons and wagons which you can keep or sell at the weaponsmiths. The
more points the higher you go up in magic too. You'll need spells toplay the game and hit points to kill the many foes. The object of the
game is to collect the eight gems and restore Drakken. Sounds easy,except the gems are held by the dragons and as they have hit points ofaround a hundred and your are at five you get fried more than a bag ofchips! Fight on your own or with the help of your mates may seem oldhat in RPG's but with Drakkens great programming you'll live andbreathe, have nightmares of the mummies, fire, bats, desert women (who
say "1 love you" and then zap you to dust) to name a few.Drakken is not a game to play in one night or for the weak-hearted. |
liked Kult but this tops that and comes close second to DungeonMaster.
BEREAN RN ERE RRA ER REE NENA RN NNR EN RNR NNSA N RR EN NER NN EAE ENN NNN NEN
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THE PUZZLED ADVENTURER
by

Alan Davis
On page 29 of Vol 4 Issue 2 of ADVENTURE PROBE, you'll findan interesting letter from Jim Struthers about the demise ofLevel 9. It's an interesting letter for several reasons, but oneparticular comment struck me very forcibly: Jim refers to "themain aim of the adventure ... which is solving puzzles."
Now Jim was actually referring to hie dislike of “characterinteraction" at the time, but I don't want to get involved inthat particular debate here. What I'm interested in is thestatement that the main aim of adventuring is "solving puzzles".I think this bears looking at more closely, even though on theface of it it seems to be obviously true! After all, there's nodoubt that we adventurers do, indeed, spend a great deal of ourtime solving puzzles. We seem to thrive on frustration, don'twe? To an unbiased observer, puzzles would seem to be theadventurer's lifeblood, and to say that solving puzzles is themain aim of adventuring would seem fair enough. But IS it? Are

we REALLY in it for the puzzles, over and above all else?
According to the gospel as passed down to us from guruScott Adams, Yes we are. And yet, somehow, somewhere along theline, I feel as if I was bamboozled or conditioned intoswallowing this - because with hindsight I can see that for meit sioply isn't true! Now I suspect that we all play adventuresfor different reasons, but evan if you do think that the aim ofadventuring is the solving of puzzles, see if you still think sowhen you've read what follows.
Think back to the very first few adventures you everplayed, end try to remember what it was about them which had youhooked. My own first adventure was "The Hobbit", closelyfollowed by Hewson's "Quest" and "Adventure 1" (a version of theoriginal Crowther and Woods game). Now as it turns out, thesethree games are very different in their appeal - but they werethe ones which got me hooked, and so it's worth looking at themin more detail, in turn. This is an unashamedly personalapproach to take: I don't see any other way to make my point.
"The Hobbit" had a special appeal because I was already anadmirer of the book - so as far as the plot and scenario wereconcerned I knew what to expect. I well remember the first houror two of utter bewilderment, but it didn't teke too long tomake the necessary adjustment (there was an initial tendency tobe too embitious in one's dealings with Gandalf and Thorin) andfrom that point on the thrill of participating took over. Yes

of course the computerieed Gandalf was exasperating. Yes the
computerised Thorin was a moron. And no, they weren't even
remotely adequate representations of the characters in the book
~ but it didn't seem to matter. I never saw the program ag somesort of guybgtityte for the book - it was something else;something which ran perallel with the book, and drew on it forinspiration. I know that for some players the charactersremained wooden, artificial dummies and the trick didn't work.All I cer say is that for me it did. When I fought goblins inthe caverns it seemed as though I was reslly fighting goblins.When I jumped through the trapdoor onto the barrel there was asort of breathless excitement about doing it! And what of thepuzzles? Well there's the rub. There weren't many, they weren't
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particularly difficult, and really they seemed irrelevant, more
or less. They still do. The point of it all was simply to
experience it, and when one game was finished the immediate urge
was to "go out there again" to see what happened next time....

"Quest" was completely different. The problem here wasbasically one of mere survival. After a few preliminary
explorings it soon became apparent that progress in the game was
going to depend on the remcval of various hostile creatures who
guarded various routes and/or treasures. Puzzles, as such, were
pretty scarce. The problem was one of discovering the rules that
seemed to govern this vaguely surreal world, and then using them
to advantage ~ but really the whole game was played in a rathermystified, baffled way - and right up to the end you didn'treally know what on earth was supposed to be going on. Again, itwar the experjence that counted. The odd puzzle just provided
a refreshing change when it arose.

As for "Adventure 1" - well, everybody knows this in someversion or other, and of course it has lots of puzzles. But when
I think back now to the first few times I played it, I don'tfind myself thinking "what a great set of puzzles". No - I
remember crawling along that tunnel wondering what wae going tohappen pext. It was the exploring that counted. The puzzlesjust added to the tantalising prospect of further exploration by
slowing you down, meking you stop and study your surroundingscarefully. I don't remember "Adventure 1" for its puzzles. I
remember it as a terrific place to explore and fool around in.

So much for my introduction to adventuring. But as I played
more and more adventures, it seemed that in most cases the
puzzle was the thing that counted, and often little attempt was
made to create an atmosphere that might make the adventure
worthy of exploration. I remember exactly when things came to a
head: Level 9's "Emerald Isle" was the culprit. I had beensitting at the keyboard playing it for several evenings; my eyeshad been continually assaulted by the most dreadful graphics I'dever seen; I'd produced a detailed map of a place that was so
uninteresting that it was boring me to tears; and I had allthese ridiculous objects, some of which I'd "solved", some of
which I hadn't, but didn't really care about anyway. It was atthis point that I reeslised that I was not involved in any sortof adventure at all. I was simply the victim of a marketingexercise, in which a programmer had said "Hey look I'll make upthis terribly boring place and take all these pointless objectsand throw them up in the air and let them come down anywhere and
then I'1l1 sell this mess to people who are daft enough to want
to sort it all out." I pulled the plug on the game for good.

There are hundreds of adventures of the "Emerald Isle"
type, though I must say that "adventure" hardly seems an
appropriate description of them. "Computer puzzles" is better.
And if computer puzzles are what you want, then fine - no harm
in that. But to say that puzzles ere the main aim of adventuringis surely to put the «cart before the horse. The aim of
adventuring is surely to indulge in adventure: to explore
strange and exciting new places; to do strange and exciting new
things; to take risks and pursue lost causes against impossible
odds; and even, now and then, to solve the odd puzzle. If you
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F'HE ADVENTURE THAT GOT ME HOOKED
By HUGH WALKER

| became hooked on the idea of adventure before I ever saw one on a
computer. | had wanted to try war-gaming but the one attempt was a bitof a disaster when this chap we knew came round with his boxedsoldiers. After an hour of setting up it took about 10 minutes to
prove that | was not a born dice-commander. Somehow it wasn't as much
tun as it used to be back hone, rolling marbles instead of dice tosimulate cannon fire. We never did get round to arranging anothersession, nor that day out with the Sealed Knot.....!
Having dismissed war-gaming, | thought about role-playing and | bought
a book called "Dicing with Dragons®™ by lan Livingstone. There was asection on computer-gaming and i was intrigued. We had acquired a
Spectrum, for the kids (of course) and | was still at that stage when
one buys every magazine going plus any book with the word Spectrum onthe cover. I bought one called "Invent and write games on the
Spectrua™ (or somesuch) by Noel Williams (who?) which turned out to be
about Adventure games rather than space invaders. After typing in thelistings AND “persuading” them to work t) I wanted more ... so |
bought the book which Tony Bridge wrote with Roy Carnell. Now Roy didthe programming while Tony did the background to adventure, includinga reference to Level 8's "Dungeon Adventure" which tascinated me,especially as it was not svailable in the shops in the Southeast - No!
| don't know why either!The problem with typing in listings is that the game presents littlechallenge once you start playing - even worse {if you write the gameyourself. My first, written in BASIC ran out of memory and never didget finished. However, what 1 did do was to write a random
combat/treasure hunt game whose program was a confusing tangle of
GOTO's and GOSUB's and for which 2X Computing Monthly were kind enoughto pay £27.00 (for exclusive world rights, which sounds awfully posh!)| was very pleased indeed since 1 had never seen a computer until 6
months before. Looking back on a my "Warlock"™ was a veryenvironmentally friendly game because monsters never died but simplyran away when sufficiently scared. It wasn't through any high moral
posturing, | had never heard of the Greens (other than the Springvariety) it just seemed a bit nicer and didn’t upset the junior branchof the tamily so much if he didn't have to kill anything, although hedidn't object to being killed himself. BUT | still wanted to write a
Proper adventure and so decided to BUY one but, being broke again, thecheapest in the shop was Pharoahs Tomb (£4.95)... inspite of which |
bought another and struck gould with "Colossal Adventure™ (Level 9)
which gave me an address from which 1 could buy "Dungeon Adventure" bymail order and from this grew my friendship with Level 9. Finally |
was in wherever they go for their holidays in heaven.
| did get around to writing a ‘ role-player, ie. combat plus puzzles,with the (then) compulsary 5 location, illogical maze at the start -
this was called "Hughberts Revenge" and wasn't very good although thetriends on whom | inflicted it were very polite about it. Hughbert isstill alive and well and lives in the attic, having never quite madeit into the big wide world outside and somehow, | don't think we'llever see the ST version.
However, back to the plot! ... on the whole | think the nomination forthe game which got me hooked must go to "Dungeon Adventure™ but thatfor the PERSON who is most responsible for putting me into a positionto be so hooked is Tony Bridge with a small token prize to lan
Livingstone for laying the ground bait.
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WELCOME TO DUNGEON
By THE GRUE!

DUNGEON {s a game of adventure, danger and low cunning. In it you willexplore some of the most amazing territory ever seen by mortal -man.Hardened adventurers hsve run screaming from the terror containedwithin. In Dungeon the intrepid explorer delves into the forgottensecrets of the lost labyrinth deep in the bowels of the earth,searching for vast treasures long hidden from prying eyes, treasuresguarded by fearsome monsters and diabolical traps!
No DECsystem should be without one!

Dungeon was created at the Programming Technology Division of the MIT
Laboratory for computer science by Tim Anderson, Marc Blank, BruceDaniels and Dave Lebling. It was inspired by the adventure game ofCrowther and Woods, and the Dungeon and Dragons game of Gygax andArneson. The original version was written in MDL (alias MUDDLE). Thecurrent version was translated trom MDL into Fortran IV by a somewhatparanoid DEC engineer who prefers to remain anonymous. On-lineinformation may be obtained wilh the commands HELP and INFO.

Confused?? Well maybe not i! any of the above names sound familiar to
you. Dungeon was the original name for what is probably the mostfamous adventure game | can think or, ZURK. The above is the actualmainframe introduction for the now legendary Zork - but I'm getting abit carried away, let's start at the very DEgINNING cess vsnensssmanns
The beginning was really sometime in the '60's when DEC (DigitalEquipment Corporation) created the PDP-10 computer. This computerbecame very popular at many research installations and had a hugeamount of software written for it. At one of these research centres aplace called the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in theArtificial Intelligence Lab, an operating system called ITS
(Incompatible Time-Sharing) was written tor the PDP. ITS was designedto make software development easy, the designers of the systemassumed, quite wrongly, that it wouid have a small triendly group ofusers, so they did not include any of the normal security features.About 1970 ARPAnet was invented, making it possible for researchersfrom all over the world to communicate with each other and to use eachothers machines. Access in those days was unrestricted, you couldlogon from any wachine connected to the net or by knowing theappropriate phone number.

Budding hackers soon discovered this and a group of people at MIT were
no exception. They also discovered that there were some computers atMIT with some great stuff on them and, best of all, no security. Alsoaround this time a language called MUDDLE (MDL) was developed as asuccessor to LISP. It never really fully succeeded but at MIT's
Dynamic Modelling Group it was to become quite popular. The Dynamic
Modelling Group was responsibie for some famous games in addition toits other accomplishments, the first was a multi player game calledMaze. A person called Dave Lebling was chiefly responsible for theexistance of this particular game. The next game was Trivia, unlike
Maze this could be played by other network users on the ARPAnet.
Someone called Marc Blanc wrote the second version of Trivia and Tim
Anderson maintained it. Trivia was actually a real test of a database
system the group used for a research project.
in 1877 the original ADVENTURE came out, Willie , Crowther was the
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original author but Don Woods expanded greatly to it. At this time the
only people who could play this game were computer researchers with
access to ARPAnet. It eventually arrived at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. The reaction to this game by the guys at MIT

was going to change the face of computer games, especially Adventure
games. Everybody at MIT spent a lot of time doing virtually nothing
but trying to solve the ADVENTURE, a small group was also thinking how
they could write something better. What most people don't realise is
that although they thought themselves clever enough to write something
better, they had to cheat to find out how to obtain the last point in
ADVENTURE. Bruce Daniels examined the game with the aid of a machine-
language debugger! Anyway, once the game had been soived the group
were looking for more ways of having fun. Dave Lebling had written a
command parser so Marc Biank and Tim Anderson took advantage of this
to write a prototype, tour roomed game. It contained, amongst other
things, a Band, a Bandbox and a Peanut room. Dave played the game and
soon realised it was awful! Marc, Bruce and Tim decided to write a
real game.
They began by drawing some maps, inventing some problems etc. Bruce
prefered design to implementation, plus he still had thoughts on
graduating so it was left to Marc and Tim to start work on creatingthis new game. This was done as a maidnight programming project and
soon the first version of the game we know as Zork was under way. As
for the name Zork, Infocom would have you believe that it was a
nonsenge work commonly used by the guys at HIT but they also would
have you believe in an issue of MAD magazine back in 1854, the name
Zork was used to describe a type of monster, a Slime-oozing, Knife-
toothed Zork, to be precise.

LOOK XID! NO
FREE CONSULTA
TONS! 1 GOT
REGULAR

OFFICE HOURS

ENOUGH GUM HAVE NO FEAR 1
AM NOT AFRAID OF
THE NAUSEATING,
SLIME - DOIN.
KNIFE - TOOTHED

ORK!

BUT FLESH! . WAIT A
MINUTE... CRAWLING
OUT OF TWAT CREVICE!
ASKKENING., WAIRY,

MANY. CLAWED
FY ZoRcHrow /

EEE FLESH!

SLIME -OOLING,102:00 AT ees KNIFE - TOOTHED

Dave Lebling who was now back at MIT after an enforced vacation,
mainly to recover from the shock of the four roomed prototype,
discovered that Marc and Tim had. a more-or-less working game on their
hands. Zork at this stage contained most of the well known bits
including the Thief, Cyclops, the dam, part of a forest and, of
course, the house. They now had the basics and with their programming
techniques it was easy to drop in new parsers which was their main
Froblem for it was restricting the making ot good problems and a poor
parser wouldn't allow for a complicated solution. Nearly everyone
involved at sometime tried their hand at writing a new parser. Marc
eventually became obsessed with them, writing at least fifty of them.
By now they had a game up and running aud it didn't take long for
praple to find out that if they got into something called HOST 70 on
the ARPAnet and ty ped in the magic word they could play a game, the
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magic word, by the way, was MARC; ZOKK.

Although by 1977 Zork was still tairly primitive it still had thatunique talvour as seen in Zork |, the Flathead Dynasty was representedand the official currency was the Zorkmid and it was Bruce Daniels who
was responsible for these. In tact most of the G.U.E. was based onwhimsical and silly ideas, WHAT! how can a GRUE be a silly idea?! Itseems that in those days if you wandered about in a dark place withinthe Dungeon the player fell into a bottomless pit, many ot the userspointed out that a boltomless pit in an attic should be noticed fromthe ground floor of the house. It was at this point that Dave Leblingcame up wilh Lhe idea of Grues and he wrote the description of them.
In the living room the game had contained a copy of US News + DungeonReport describing recent changes in the game. All changes in the gamewere credited, one issue otf the report described Bruce spending weeksworking to fill in all the bottomless pits in the dungeon. It was thisact alon that forced packs of Grues to roam around the dungeon.
To be continued. .................
RE EAA RENE ERNE ER EN NE RN NR ANN A ENN A NA NR NNR RENE ENA RN NN NNR RNR RORY

PERSONAL COLUMN

"Can | thank, through your pages, JASON DEANE for his generous, hand-written solution of the whole of The Fourth Protocol, and JOAN PANCOTTfor her help in part 3 (Amstrad Version) ?®...ceecececcccss. LINDA FRIEND

"l would like to say a big thank-you to JOHN WILSON of Zenobi. Notonly did he replace my copy of Secret of Little Hodcome by return post(atter he couldn't find any fault with it), but when | still couldn'tload it on my +3, he made me TWU copies from his, as well as sendingTWU first class stamps to cover my postand AND allowing me 10% off mynext purchase. Now that's what | call service!".........SHARUN HARWUOD

GURREERRLRANERLRTARA NERA A NERS Rs aR RTRs Rann nan ns nnn aye gf
of

£ Es -ASK GRUE yaDear GRUE! “How come you know all the answers to Infocom games? | reckon youcheated and got lots of solutions. 1 reckon you got them from Mandyand she Is frightened to tell. I reckon you've never solved a singleone on your own. lt wouldn't be so bad if you weren't so smug, frobingeveryone in sight. | reckon you only got an Amiga to get biggercheats, so Grue, if you're so clever how come it didn't occur to youthat anyone with some common sense would find you out? Cheat!
Signed ANTCRUSHERDear Ant,

I reckon I'm too busy to answer your little problems, with opening allmy mail full of solutions. As for Frobbing, do I detect a touch ofjealousy? Well, let me assure you, you will never get one as you'renot clever enough or funny enough!!!
Signed GRUE

(ASK GRUE is supposed to be lighthearted and funny. Neither Grue normyself found this particular Ask Grue funny at all. Probe has earned areputation as being one of the friendliest magazines around. Recentlythere has been a distinct trend in the opposite direction which | havehad to take action to stop. Let's keep it friendly please.......Mandy)
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GUESS WHO THIS 1s" ~

WITH A DIFFERENCE!

This month Probe teatures not one, but FIVE faces for you to try and
put names to. Just to make 1t even more interesting | have listed the
names of the gentlemen featured as anagrams’ First you should work
out the nawes from the ansgrams and then try and fit the names Lo thefaces - couldn't be simpler. The prize tor guessing the namescorrectly will be a copy of a brand new book entitled COMPUTER
ADVENTURES - THE SECRET ART by Gill Williamson published by Amazon
Systems RKP £7.95. (review of this book in next months Probe!). Allcorrect (or the ones who get the MOST RIGHT!) entries will be put inthe hat and one winner drawn out. Closing date for entries is 20th May
1990.

1. SIR SHERTECH. 2. SAM DUBBA. 3. JEFF MEEKIUO.
4. WHAL HERGUK. 5. PHIL SLAPILLAN.

FREE A AE maven oem sm ee ose se ons Sm Sib 5 EBACE B 1800 565i sme ace aioieiope sin ons
Face C 48 wesw snwis EMERGE EEE bee Face D 18::5:55s50su5 BL SE 5 an hed
Fate B dS coven swe sms ws ssp SIRS
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DIARY OF AN HONEST ADVENTURER
By KEITH BUKNARD

DAY 1 Right, I've loaded a new game and this time | will finish itwithout any help whatsoever. ALL BY MYSELF! So far so good,
doing well. Only died twice bul good old RAMSAVE.

DAY 2 Built a bridge and crossed a ravine. Pretty clever of me. Now
what? Oh yes, | need a rope to reach a cave. Where is the rope?

DAY 3 Can't find the rope! Oh well, Just one phone call to Doreen,"Hello, Doreen, I's stuck, where's the blinking rope? Well,
fancy that, | didn't look there. Thanks Doreen, Bye".

DAY 4 Got the rope and climbed up to the cave. Of course I've got a
lamp, I'm not daft. Oh dear! How du | light it without matches?

DAY 5 Phoned Alf, "Where's the matches Alf? Well, | would never have
thought they were there. Thanks Alt, be talking to you™.

DAY 6 Got the matches and lit the lamp. Entered cave and mel a
monster. Wish I'd got a weapon. Never mind, good old RAMSAVE.

DAY 7 Found a sword and killed the monster. 1'm getting brilliant!
Went out the other side through passaage to a forest.

DAY 8 Doing great! arrived at a river, found a boat and some oars.Boarded boat and started to row then guess what? The boatstarted filling up with water! Yes, 1t had a hole in the
bottom. Wonder why | didn't see it?

DAY 8 Can't find a bung for the hole anywhere. "Hello, Mandy, do you
know where the bung is for the boat? It's WHERE? Fancy that,OK. Thanks Handy, goodbye".

DAY 10 Found Bung! Plugged hole in boat and crossed river to safetyand thus the end of the adventure. I've done it! What a lovelyfeeling. | had a little help bul of course that doesn't count.
I could have done it ALL BY MYSELF!

BANE EERE EEE EAE SS ANNE ANNE ENN NESE SANE ERAN RENEE
FAMOUS LAST WORDS

"if | start mapping here, 1°11 have plenty of roos...", but then, as
we all know, "Adventuring is ... falling off the edge of the map!"

LINDA FRIEND

"Goodness this is an exciting game... can't remember when | lastsaved... must do it soon... [A save just as soon as |'ve crossedthis flimsy rope bridge..."
GRAHAM FORSTER

"Eeeek! | haven't much space on the disc. I'll just save over my last
save, atter all, | only alte the tasty packed lunch after that last
save and that was sure to be the right thing to do."

MANDY
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INTERESTING INVENTORIES!
Isn't 1t funny? 1 was thinking about the actual content of adventuresand the {tems we carry around on our travels. For instance in EMERALDISLE you can carry an anchor! Does anyone realise just how heavy ananchor fe? BLACK KNIGHT also got me thinking, in this game you cancarry a ladder. Can you imagine me going into the Manor in the villageand climbing the stairs, searching the rooms and looking under thebeds etc and all the while | am trying to guide a ladder aroundcorners etc. | must have been knackered. Recently | was playing anadventure when | entered a room which had a body slumped on a chair. 1

examined the body, as we do. Search body and move body - you know, thethings we adventurers normally do as a habit. Well about 20 locationslater | found a gun and tried to pick it up. Back came the responseYOU CAN'T CARRY ANY MORE! | took an inventory and guess what? For overthree miles | had been lugging a corpse around, | ask you?! Yet weadventurers never worry about these little things do we? Solvingpuzzles, no matter how we go about it, is all) we think about. The morewe can carry Lhe better. Strange, it all at once we find that we cancarry a ladder, an anchor and a body it seems to make sense to us!
J IH STRUTHERS

I once had an adventure sent for review, which must remain nameless asthe bugs were finally corrected and it now works perfectly, which gaveme hours of fun. | goon came upon my first probles which was how topass a nasty snake, lurking in the undergrowth and blocking progress.As you all know, it is when you get really stuck that you try allsorts of strange ideas (and usually discover a few bugs in theprocess) and in frustration | typed GET SNAKE. Back came the messageOKAY and | checked my inventory and sure enough | was carrying theblessed thing without being bitten. So when | came across my nextobstacle, an armed and dangerous terrorist, | tried the same thing ...and it worked again! It seemed that every time | came across anycreature or object that prevented progress, instead of solving theproblem, all | had to do was pick it up and carry on! Now | wasHEALLY having tun! The adventure didn't seem to have a limit on theamount of items that could be carried and, as the adventure wasabsolutely packed with creatures of all shapes and sizes and strangeobjects, you too would have laughed ff you had seen Lhe inventory ofitems that | ended up with. By the end of the game | was cartingaround a Viscious Serpent, an armed Terrorist, a caged lion, a bull, agoat, a dangerous panther, some climbing equipment, a parachute, achalr, a whip, a pair of wellies, a net, a feather, a mongoose, acrowbar, a bow, a white coat, a flute, a key, some water-wings, afish, a crab, a hairdryer, a gun, some antidote, a camel, a nun, somescules, two babies, a deadly scorpion, an innkeeper, an archer, a ras,2 huge boulder, a mud monster, a sleeping giant and a crystal bridgeleading north!
HANDY

Some of you may recognise the game by the items listed in theinventory, (which has also, suddenly given mse an idea for a futurepuzzle or competition!). Has anyone else any other INTERESTINGINVENTORIES which they would like to share with us? Anything weird,vonderful or strange you have carried around recently? We are waitinglo hear from you! EEEEpa YT 5D)
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— ADVENTURE

Down through the years one man's name has conjured up great visions ofcold-heartedness towards others and a flagrant disregard for the sufferingof fellow human-beings .... that man's name was EBENEZER SCROOGE.

A lonely and solitary figure of a man, he dwelt in his uncared-for house
surrounded by nothing more than memories and dust. With just the occasional
cry of .... "Humbug!" to rent the silence, he went about his daily life quiteunconcerned with the plight of others. That is, until the arrival of the
ghostly form of his late partner JACOB MARLEY at the foot of his bed onedark and fateful morn. From then on, the man who was the epitome of meanness,
was to undergo a change of character the likes of which was never to be seenagain.

This is a 'lighthearted' tale of this man and of his endeavours to perform
something that was contrary to his beliefs ..... namely a 'GOOD DEED'. In
fact not just ONE good deed, but TWELVE of them!!!

Return with us now to those 'thrilling days of yester-year' and relive the
struggles of Scrooge as he sets about his task. A task, which in his own eyes,was almost impossible. After all it is bad enough that he should have to performsuch deeds, but in order to do so he must first discover what the deeds actuallyare and then how to perform them!

Zenobi Software
NOTES

To complete your task you must perform TWELVE good deeds, though these deeds maybe performed in any order that you so wish. Once you have done this, then it isjust a simple task of making your way to your newphew's house in order to finishthe game.

To learn of each and every good deed that must be performed just read all the text
carefully and question every person you encounter on your travels. To talk tc such
people merely input TALK TO THE BUTCHER or TALK TO THE SHOPKEEPER or TALK TO TIM
and if they have something to discuss then they will allow themselves to be engagedin conversation.

This game will accept all the standard commends such as LOOK UNDER THE BED and CLIMB
OVER THE FENCE as well as RAMSAVE and RAMLOAD ... use these last two to record a
game position to memory, though always use the standard SAVE and LOAD to make a more
permanent record to tape.
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*xk ATTENTION ALL C64 & 128 OWNERS xx

Yventure Software
PRESENTS

Three Adventures Written by
DOROTHY MILLARD

HARBORO

You are Special Inspector Francis and have been sent to Harboro, a small
Market Town in England. A murder has been committed and the suspect
arrested. However, they are unable to convict him because of lack of
evidence - "we need the murder weapon”you are told.

LOST IN THE AMAZON

You are the lone survivor of an expedition to South America to find the
famed Golden Condor. Your plane has crashed in the jungle and you are
completely lost.
You will need to find your way through the jungle without dying of thirst,
deal with the natives, cross the river and make your way to the flat topped
pyramid. Can you conquer the sand trap and find the Golden Condor?

ST. JIVES
A mad scientistis terrorising the village of St. Jives - a spell must be cast to
stop him taking over.
You have been summoned to help in this quest by the locals. You must
find the ingredients for the spell, find your way into the castle and deal
with the scientist beforeitis too late.

All three games for
£5.50 (Cassette) £6.50 (Disk)
including postage and packing

Cheques/PO’s payable to Atlas Adventure Software should be sent to
67 Lloyd Street, Llandudno, Gwynedd, LL30 2BN,

Outside the UK. please add one pound to cover additional postage.
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Atlas Adventure Software
PRESENTS

THE BLACK KNIGHT
A two part, text only adventure written by Mandy Rodrigues. Long ago
there was a beautiful and peaceful valley. One day, it was attacked by
the evil Black Knight and the inhabitants, loyal to their king, were
enslaved and imprisoned in the castle dungeons. Those who resisted
were destroyed. Only one man survived to take the news to the king.After large forces, sent to free his subjects, have been repelied by
the Black Knight, the king calls upon you, his most trusted knight. He
hopes that single-handed, you may have a better chance of entering the
valley unseen, and getting into the castle. Woda this is a nice
adventure to play. The text is nicely written and quite descriptive."
Commodore User Review April '88. This adventure rated Nol for several
months in a Danish magazine Adventure Posten.
Commodore 64/128k, Spectrum 48/128k and Amstrad CPC on cassette £2.99.
Commodore disk £3.99. Amstrad disc £5.99 or send formatted CF2 +£2.99.

THE CASE OF THE MIXED-—-UP SHYMER
A pure text adventure written by Sandra Sharkey. This is a light-hearted romp through the Isle of Nursree where things have gone very
wrong. Trying to put them right can sometimes have hilarious results!This delightful adventure is suitable for adults but is also a
wonderful way to gently coax children into the art of adventuring.
Commodore 64/128k, Spectrum 48/128k and Amstrad CPC on cassette t1.98.
Cosimodore disk £2.99. Amstrad disc £4.99 or send formatted CF2 +£1.99.

ATAL.AN
Shipwrecked after a dreadful storm you wake to find yourself lying on
a sandy beach in the warm sunshine, washed ashore on a small island
thousands of miles away from civilisation. The storm has passed but
there "is no sign of the ship or your crew-mates. There are many
obstacles before you on this strange island but one of the first
problems to overcome is how to get off the beach as it seeas tu be
completely enclosed by towering cliffs. This text adventure, written
by Mandy Rodrigues, is a traditional style adventure. There are lots
of problems to solve and many treasures to be discovered before you
can make good your escape.
Commodore 64/128k and Amstrad CPC on cassette £2.99.
Commodore disk £3.98. Amstrad disc £5.99 or send formatted CF2 +£2.39.

Cheques/PU0’'s crossed and payable to Atlas Adventure Software
67 Lloyd Street, Llandudno, Gwynedd, LL30O 2YP

Outside the U.K. please add one pound to cover additional postage.
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What they said about Dead Lind...

®...a highly playable adventure, full of atmosphere. ..withthe cassette or disk comes a professionally printedhandbook. . .the whole package is so well executed and
presented...” - C+VG

"...great puzzles and bags of atmosphere...use of text is
very memorable...a fine game." - CCl.

"Dead End...is a credit to Interactive Technology.® - ZZAP!

"Why is the text in this gare so absolutely wonderful? [t'sthe text that makes this game, it really is...Some
excellent puzzles all add to the atmosphere and enjoyment.
Buy it." - SINCLAIR USER

*The game is beautifully written...A bargain buy." - ATARI
ST USER

...What more do we need to say?

0 Dead End 0 A Dark Sky Over Paradise
0O Atari ST/STE £9.95 0 Atari ST/STE £7.95
O Commodore 64/128 £5.95 0 Commodore 64/128 £4.99
O Spectrum 48/128 £5.95 0 Spectrum 48/128 £4.99

0 The Dance of the Vampires [OO Zeitgeist (PD)
DO Commodore 64/128 £2.99 0 Atari ST/STE £2.50

Weird Tales is coming soon!

Both Dead End and A Dark Sky Over Paradise come with
detailed, professionally printed manuals, and other
packaging materials.
Make cheques or postal orders payable to Interactive
Technology. All goods are despatched within 24 hours of
receipt of order. Postage and Packing free in U.K. Overseas
add £1.00.

INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGY, PU BOX 146, SHEFFIELD, S13 7TY

Interactive Technology
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TH ADVENTURE BUILDER SYSTEM

The BASIC Method to write 48K Spectrum Adventures

This onique adventure writing system from TARTAN SOFTWARE bas beep used to
prodace many of the recent Tartan bits, eg SPY TRILOGY, all of the DOOR
adventures (except YELLOW DOOR) on the SIX-in-ONE compilation tape, and
ESCAPE with customised versions being used for DOUBLE AGENT and The
GORDELLO INCIDENT.

Utilise your kmowledge of the versatility of SPECTRUM BASIC combined with
the machine codes routines that The ADVENTURE BUILDER SYSTEM produces for
you (from a BASIC code generator.....mo knowledge of machine code is
required), to produce a text VERB-NOUN adventure.

The system is easy to use and is supplied with a comprehensive explanatory
booklet. Howsver, if problems are experienced then the author is willingto provide HELP by post or by telephone, ( a HELP 'phone number is included
im the booklet).

‘

Quly the storylines and puxsles are mot provided and these are limited ONLY
by your imamgisation, NOT the writing system which is extremely versatile.

For your copy of The ADVENTURE BUILDER SYSTEM send ONLY £4.95 to:-

TARTAN SOFTWARE
61, Bailie Norrie Crescesat,
MONTROSE
Angus
SCOTLAND
bDl10 9DT
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Zenobi Software
SOULDRINKER

From a far distant land came the demon horde,
devastating the land before them and slaughtering
your family and loved ones.

VENGEANCE is your only thought ....
You must enter the 'Cave of Souls' before passing
through the ‘Gates of Hell' and demanding from
Satan the cursed sword 'SOULDRINKER'. Only then
will you be able to wreak havoc and destruction
upon the bringers of sorrow and pain, only then
will you have the awesome power needed to reap
your vengeance on those concerned ....
THE STORY SO FAR ....
For months the people of Melinbonae had spoken of nothing
more than the forthcoming betrothal of Ella to Elric, and now
with the great day almost upon them they hurried about their daily
tasks quite ignorant of the vile forces that were approaching from
the west. Such ignorance was to be their undoing and their demise.

In the forest to the north of the village Elric was actively seeking the wild boar that
tradition stated he must present to his beloved on the day of their betrothal. Secure
in the knowledge that Ella was his and would be until the end of time, Elric glanced
about him and a faint smile came to his lips as he spied a fine young boar greedily
rooting for food amongst the leaves at the base of the nearby oak tree. "This is the
beast that shall grace my wedding feast!" he thought to himself and taking careful aim
he loosed off an arrow in the direction of the unsuspecting boar. There was a gentle
"swish!", followed by a muted squeak and the boar lurched to one side before crumpling
to the ground. Leaning forward, Elric studied the lifeless creature for some moments,
before walking closer and seizing hold of the boar. Then picking it up in his strong
arms, he slung it over his shoulders before turning on his heels and heading south ....

NOTES

This game will recognise such corwmands as THROW THE ROCK AT THE BOAR and CLIMB THE TREE
AND GET THE APPLE, though in most cases a simple vert/noun input will suffice.
Use the commands MUSON and MUSOFF to switch the 'soundtrack' on and off.

JPE0L OER

egARYIRFTTTELTTF TT
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Hum SPELLBREAKER HM Mm

SPELLBREAKER! is Probe's "Sister" magazine and they are both produced
to compliment each other. SPELLBREAKER! is packed full of maps,solutions, part solutions, hints and tips, coded hints, mazes and allsorts of adventure help. SPELLBREAKER! is produced in the middle of
every month and costs just £1.50 per issue.
SPELLBREAKER! is available from:

MIKE BRAILSFORD
18 NAPIER PLACE, SOUTH PARKES, GLENROTHES, FIFE, KY6 1DX

EEE ENE NEE NE NENT EEE EN INNO EEN ON RNR ENE
ew SYNTAX  % x

THE DISC MAGAZINE FOR ST ADVENTURERS

SYNTAX is a bi-monthly magazine for colour systems, packed full of
reviews, solutions, hints and many other items of interest to the ST
adventurer.
SYNTAX costs £3.50 an issue or a year's subscription costs £20.00.Cheques/P0's should be made payable to S Medley.
For more details or to subscribe, contact:

SUE MEDLEY
8 WARWICK ROAD, SIDCUP, KENT, DA14 6LJ

BEEN EEN EN ENE NEE NE NEN NEES NEE NNN NP NEE N NNN EY
SPECTRUM ADVENTURES FROM FF SF AT NEW LL.OW PRICES!

Due to the demand for our adventures, FSF is pleased to announce thatthe price of both 3 part games is being slashed to just £2.50 each!!!!
HAGNETIC MOON... The first Mike Erlin adventure, where your task is tofree your spaceship from the grip of a magnetic field that is holdingit on the surface of an alien moon, many light-years from Earth. In"Your Sinclair” magazine, Mike Gerrard said of Hagnetic Moon: "Some
nice humour, good character interaction and plenty to exploredon't think anyone who buys it will be disappointed.”
STARSHIP QUEST... This is the new 3 part sequel to "Magnetic Moon",
and continues where M.MH. finished. Your mission {is to get to the
mother planet of the wagnetlic woon and discover the secret of the
"keys to the universe” that were given to you by the beautifulpriestess Jaelaine. The 120K version of Starship Quest has many more
puzzles, locations and messages and an extended ending to the game.
Both MAGNETIC MOON and STARSHIP QUEST are available in 48K and 128K
versions at just £2.50 each. However,, if you buy both adventures atthe same Lime, you gel an extia 50p off the combined price i.e. both
for only £4.50!!! (Overseas customers please add S0p per order for PLP
and send cheques. IMU's or cash in £Sterling only.)
All cheques elc to be made payable to FSF ADVENTURES and sent to:

40 HARVEY GARDENS, CHARLTON, LONDON, SE7 BAJ
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LETTERS
Many thanks for yet another great issue of Adventure Probe. | am gladYou managed to get the photocopier sorted out, | was beginning tothink my magazine had been sent to Timbuctoo! 1 don't think theDigpatches section was hard or opinionated, after all, if everyoneagreed with one another then there would be no point in having aletters section - we'd all know what each other was thinking! | havehad a reply from Activision which 1've sent to you. It looks exactlythe same letter they sent to Neil Shipman (February issue), bul withthe name changed. | Tecently phoned Mediagenic in the USA again tocheck up on what they're doing, and they confirmed that they weren'tdoing any Atari ST conversions of Infocom games. Thank you forprinting my plea for help In tracking down the Zork posters, | havesent you a few stamps and envelopes in the hope that you will pass onany replies to me. | really wish I'd bought one when | had thechance... I'm always doing that, missing the boat and then going backlater only to find its too late!

LIZ AHMEDZAl, Chatham, Kent.
Dear Ms Ahmedzaf,
Thank you for your letter with regard to Atari ST version of Infocomtitles. The Infocom product line is originated in the United Stateswhere the Atari ST installed base has not yet reached levels at whichit would be targeted as a supported system in the development cycle.It is true that this is not the case in Europe at this time where themachine is cosmanding developer attention. As such it is receivingconstant review and as and when sales projections on Infocom titlesare of a consistent volume which means that the US development costscan be absorbed from an economical viewpoint then you will see AtariST versions of Infocom programmes. In saying this there are noimmediate plans at present but obviously should this change then wewill meke {tL known in the computer press. We appreciate your concernwhich moved you to write to us and it has not gone unnoticed and |hope that at some future date we will be able to consider you as asatisfied customer by providing you with the software of yourchoosing. Thank you for your interest in Infocom.

R.COUSENS, Vice President, Activision (UK) Ltd
(Thank you for sharing your correspondence re Infocom with us, Liz. |hope that, ir sufficient numbers of readers write to Activision inthis way that we will eventually get some results. As for thePhotocopier, well it did decide to act up again and Is at presentundergoing an overhaul. in the meantime Sharp have thoughtfullyProvided me with a substitute to keep me going but it isn't reallyworking too well. ] hope everyone will understand my difficultiesuntil ft is sorted OU coca 000 570 si 58 © sis 505 & bis # tec ceseseseccaeness Mandy)FEE EEEccz=EErzzsssszzzrzs=mzsr=zzszs=szs=s==zzsz==z=zz==

Thank you for sending me my first issue of Probe. | can't tell you howwonderful it is to tind a magazine devoted to Adventures! I'd beengetting very worried recently on reading in some magazines that "thetext adventure is dead!'". | only discovered text adventures relativelyrecently (Level 8 - PRICE OF MAGIK) and was worried that, just as |got into Playing them, they'd be impossible to get hold of. What arelief when | got Probe throught the post! For anyone out therePlaying SCAPEGHUST on Commodore 64 - if you get stuck on the shed lockProblem and send off for the Level 8 hintsheel (shame on me!) - t'sPage su Adventure robe



wrong! You don’t TURN BARREL you have to PUSH BARREL. Being a tairlyinexperienced adventurer | was stuck on this for ages. | rang Level 9
who gave me the telephone number of a very nice lady called Joan
(might she be Joan Pancott as mentioned in the Grue's letter (Janissue)? She said, during our chat, that she was disabled. | sat by my
C64 and we tried things out until Joan came up with PUSH BARREL. What
a relief! She also told me about Probe and gave me the address. Joan,if you're reading this THANK YOU SO MUCH! I don’t get as much time asI'd like to play adventures what with home, work, wedding plans etcbut look forward to keeping up with what's going on with the aid of
Probe.

YVONNE COOPER, Harold Wood, Essex.
(Thank you for the tip for Scapeghost, Yvonne. I’m sure that will helpto put some people out of their misery. Yes, it was our Joan Pancott
who came to the rescue. Don't worry about text adventures dwindling,there are plenty in the pipeline at present. ...Mandy)

Thanks for your help in Sorcerer. | had a Clayton's problem, it seems.That's a problem that is not a problem - | just thought | had one! (if
you don’t have Clayton's in the UK - it's a non-alcoholic beveragemarketed as "the drink you have when you're not having a drink™ - The
term has become quite colloquial here). The commercial B-bit adventure
scene seems to be taking a dive. We seem to depend on Level § and
Magnetic Scrolls to lead the way but the former has given upadventures and | haven't heard anything from Magnetic Scrolls for
ages. Do you have any news on that front? If things keep going the
way they are I'l] have to start writing adventures!!!

MAREE WALSHE, Victoria, Australia.
(] understand that sales of Scapeghost have done rather well so farand I, for one, am still keeping my fingers crossed that Level 9 will
change their minds about their B8-bit adventure plans if Scapeghostdoes well for them. Things have been rather quiet at Magnetic Scrollsbut Gordon Inglis very kindly sent me the latest information from MS.
Good news, their new game WONDERLAND wiil be released in June. This isbased on Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland and can be played eitheras a pure text adventure or with their new system called Magnetic
Windows. More news as it comes in. I haven't heard of "Clayton's
problem” - personally | usually suffer a chronic case of Murphy's

I do not have loads of spare time but | do enjoy reading your magazineand the ancouraging letters from the many other readers. 1 am
currently working my way through HOLLYWOOD HI-JINX with my wife. In
fact adventure games are about the only cosputer games that | have
managed to interest her in. Do you have an index of games reviewed inthe magazine over the past three and a half years worth of issues?
Perhaps it could be a subject suitable for inclusion in a future issue
assuming that you have not already done such a thing? With all thistalk about Level 8 deserting the adventure scene it set me to thinking
of whatever happened to some of the other companies that lead the way
in the early days such as Interceptor Micro's. Their JEWELS OF BABYLON
was our first encounter with adventure games and kept both of us
intrigued for weeks. We particularly liked the strong graphics frome
Terry Greer and the consistency of the user interface due to the very
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straight forward parser. For example, it was possible to "guess" words
that it might know simply by typing them in and it would honestly tell
you if {it did not know the word. So, { would like to give a vote of
thanks to David Banner and Interceptor Micro's for their work back in
1984 and 1885 when they set the scene for me with their great
graphical adventures for the Amstrad CPCa64.

ROY HARROW, Dorking, Surrey.
(An index of reviews, hints etc covered in the first two volumes of
Probe was supplied with the December 1988 issue and the December 18989
issue contained an index for 1989. | hope to include an index at the
end of each year from now on so you don’t have to wade through all the
back fssues to find what you want. ........eceee.. Mandy)
EE ER EEE SEE CEASE EEE SCSI REE RE REE ES CESSES SSCS SSCS EEE SEIESERERSSSSTSS2=SSEZE

| really enjoyed the March issue of Probe. The piece by Bob "Amster"
Adams was a classic, the way he brought each character in was very
funny. | didn't know you had a taste for Ale? The piece about Jim
Struthers in reference to his escapade with the police in a back issue
was hilarious. Jim has helped me out a lot since | started
adventuring. | couldn't have asked for a better friend than he has
been. He has gone out of his way to help me and | would like to takethis opportunity to thank him. Are all adventurers iike him, or have |
Just been lucky? I must thank Joan Pancott too, as it was she who
recommended Probe to me. Hope you keep up the good work. | look
forward to the next issue.

JIM HAZLETT, Thornaby-on-Tees, Cleveland.
(1'm afraid I don't have a taste for ale - / am one of those sillypeople who go completely legless after just one glass of wine so |
usvally stick to coke. My favourite piece in that particular article
was the bit about my ears, | thought it was hilarious........ .Mandy)Pr EEE EEE ESRI rEEEES CESSES rIRE FEES EESTI S ESS EEECECEZESZESESZTEIZTSRETSESEE

After reading the March issue of Probe | once again feel the need to
Put pen to paper. | don't believe a word of the story by Bob Adams,
what was it called again, "Dumpy Ralf and the landlord of the Rugs",
and who gave him permission to use my leg? I also teel the need toask a certain Probe reader, who shall remain nameless, even to me? torefrain from sending me pictures of himself. Even though he tried hisbest to disguise himself as Arthur Dent, 1 could see that he was
really ugly. Perhaps a Probe convention wouldn't be such a good idea,especially if other Probe readers looked like him. | thought only a
Grue could be that ugly but | was wrong! (The Grue is produced on anElch-a-Sketch computer. The finished product {is output on a graniteslab using a 24 pin Burin!).

THE GRUE! Ormskirk, West Lancs.
(Grue! bites again! Actually, knowing the sender of the photographs, |
can say that if he removed his shades you would find he is not a bad
looking chap at all. ] won't give away his identity, 1 will just givehim the nickname of Ed and say that he is a real Coder on the
AQVenture BOONE: wi voi we ws prom SF 555 BEE 5705 55 550 BF 5 het 8 506 5 0 508 850s 005 5 Mandy)

The Balrog's letter (the Bath one) in the March issue was interesting,as it rekindled the memories | have of Scapeghost. That was the last
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full price ST adventure | bought, so disgusted was | with it. The text
was very poor, the graphics kept repeating themselves and the puzzles
were too simple. | thought the humour was comparable to the Beno. As
you can see, | did not really enjoy this adventure. The Balrog alsomentioned about conversions ot games. 1 any person owning a C64 or
CPC would like to contact me | would be pleased to give details as to
a conversion (1 wrote the CASE OF THE BEHEADED SMUGGLER on Spectrum).
Returning to the ST, | have recently taken to searching out the old
Infocom titles, such as SUSPECT and MUONMIST. The curient state of the

ST adventure market is not too good, if new titles are what one is
looking for. With a few exceptions, such as Hound of Shadow, the
market seems to have moved to the Sierra type games which, while
tending to be quite good, also tend to be very s-l1-o-w. Give me the
old Infocom anytime!

PATRICK WALSH, 36 Verney Rd, Langley,Slough,Berks, SL3 8NX

Firstly 1°d like to say how much I enjoy this magazine and what a lot
of interesting articles are contained in it, also very informative. Hy
own views on adventures are that anyone who spreads the good news,
whether it is a freebie contained on a cassette with other non-adventures or reviews or word of mouth, can only be good in the long
run. We get two magazines, mine is YOUR SINCLAIR, my son gets CRASH,
but it's me who looks at the tape to see what's on it. | got through
part one of Karyssia in no time, so | imagine a few others must have
become aware of adventures through this source as | did with Ket. 1

also think a convention tor Probe readers would be great but distance
and commitments may prove problematic.

SHEILA SIMPSON, Redcar, Cleveland.

Being a fairly newcomer to computer adventuring | find your magazine
extremely interesting and informative and once having read my firstissue | was hooked for more. Keep 'em coming. 1 say newcomer to
adventuring, which | am, but | actually first did an adventure on my
erstwhile Vic 20 many moons ago and that was the famous Scott Adams
ADVENTURELAND on a plug-in ROM. | had never come across this kind of
fame/pastime betore and was instantly addicted to them. This was 1n
the days (as far as i know) that adventures such as THE HUBBIT,
VALHALLA and all the others, now familiar adventures had still to be
born. Anyway, | sliowly but surely plodded my way through the game
getting frequently stuck (but there were no helplines then). We had
just formed our local (but short-lived) computer club in the local pub
and | used to take the adventure along with me when | was stuck and
crowds of us (middle-aged) pub-customers would gather round the Vic 20
trying to fathom out the mysteries set by Scott. One day we were stuck
an the crevisse where the bear will not let you get across and we
became so frustrated that someone typed in "Naughty and nasty
swearword the bear™ and believe it or not, the message "the bear was
so amazed that he fell off the clitf®™ came back and we were able to
pass. Oh, those were the days! After having finished that one | tried
some of Lhe other Scott Adams adventures for the Vic 20 such as
TREASURE ISLAND etc, but ADVENTURELAND was the one [I'll never forget.
Following the demise ot my Vic 20, | temporarily stopped computing asit was taking up too wmuch of ny time. Last Christmas | bought a
Spectrum 1Z8K computer for my young daughter - unfortunately it is a
Spectrum +2A - and following the disappointment of it not loading most
of the Spectrum software and getting absolutely no response from the
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asker y when | "phoned to complain about ity I decided Lo enquirelocally 11 anvune had a second nand ath Speccy for sale and | bought
one for 1/20. The keyboard wasn't working so | sent it away for repairand had n nev keypnd membrane fitted Band the computer returned - ullfor only F14.9%, Having got my daughter a fully working machine |
felt the pangs of remembrance of AUVENTUKELAND days pulling, and
decided to take computcer-playing up again myself and now use Lhe
mschine more Lhan my daughter, often intu the early hours!

PETEK HOLDSWORTH, Hudderstield, Yorks.
zs =zeszsEsxEmRzEs=x== =

Thanks for the March issue of Probe. it doesn't take long to improve
things does {t?7 It was more easily 1eadable, enjoyable and the
responses to the letters wmuch wore friendly. I thought the quoted
passages from Skallagrigg were quite superb and I've immediately
ordered the book froe my local bookshop. About the best written textI've found in an adventure recently 1s in THE HOUND OF SHADOW. This is
an immaculately researched RPG and the screens of text are so
stmospheric that they can even make a Grue tremble - or so he tells
me! It fails rather badly as far as the parser is concerned Lhough,
and it plays more like a straight adventure than a RPG. | loved
Antcrusher’'s Gruesome Blues and the funnies about the rainbow turtle.
From the TV listing for Tues 13th
March! A repeat showing otf some of 4.18 BEST FRIENDS: Story, Part 2.
the wild and wacky exploits of our 4.25 THE NEW YOGI! BEAR SHOW.
very own Grue in his younger days. 4.36 THE REALLY WILD SHOW (T): A flea
Fnjoy the thrill of lurking with which jumps right out of the studio, an
this denizen of the darkness in the ammal which lays 2,000 million eggs and
caverns of the Great Underground a 14-day-old white rhino.
Fupire. Slaver with him as he| 8-0 NEWSROUND.
sneaks up on his next luckless| B.5 GRUEY: Part 1 (rpt.).
victim. A wsust for all Infocom [6.35 NEIGHBOURS (7) (rpt.).
fans. Don't miss the tourth| 6.0 NEWS; WEATHER.
programme in which our teenage hero .30 REGIONAL NEWS MAGAZINES.
rides his new motorbike straight| 7.0 HOLIDAY 90 (T): Robert Robinson sets
onto Lhe stage of the Velvet oft te the Hebrides, Phillip ‘Schofield
Underground's rock spectacular and haea Bill Buckley

~ P es ,

Chrogiamaes areinhire Mrs Gruc 17.30 EASTENDERS (Ti: Phi Michell has his
only). This series follows hot on sights on Juke. but brother Grant seems: ©

= )
to be one step ahead.the heels of a revealing interview

with the Grue of today in Confidential magazine, including a
previously unreleased photograph! Talk in adventuredom is that he's on
the verge of making a comeback after his brutal battle with self-styled "Gruesiayer”™ Entharion. Could we next be seeing our fiendishfriend on the box with his very own chat show? Gruegan? Saturday Night
Grue?

From our Media Correspondent, Neil "The Frob"™ Shipman.
TEE EEE EEE IEC EEC EEE SEC ECEE TEETER EESESSESCTSTISS=RESETSSSZISTSSTTTITITT ===
For a long tiee now, I have been just another silent subscriber tn
Probe and thoroughly enjoyed reading it whilst contributing nothing
but my subscription. | decided long ago that {it was time that | put
pen to paper and actually wrote something that was worthy of being
printed therefore helping to make up the magazine. Unfortunately, |
could never think of anything that could possibly be of interest to
anyone so | just sat back and developed a guilt complex about it. The
point is, whilst 1 can talk for hours about all aspects of
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adventuring, | find it very difficult to put down in writing exactlywhat | mean. | suspect that there are many other subscribers who feelthe same way so I'm speaking tor them as well. It's not just becausewe're lazy or can't be bothered to make the effort, we're simplyextremely boring people who are too thick to be able to expressourselves and also sutfer from giant interiority complexes. No, only
kidding, but you do get my drift don't you? Thank goodness for the
hard core of regular contributors whose names appear again and againin Probe, they are the people wha keep the magazine going. Mind you,they are also the ones with the richest imaginations or perhaps a
degree in English language! When you are faced with the wild
imagination oft the Grue or the clever wit of Bob Adams and his ilk, itis a daunting prospect for us mere w@mortals to try and match their
writing skills. However, daunted or not, here goes.
First of all, what a superb Dispatches section in the March edition of
Probe, for me, mainiy the joy of seeing Hugh Walker in print again. |
have followed his "creative writing for adventure fanzines” for many a
year now, going back to Resar Gasszsat's (who?) Guiding Light, through
ACL and Oh! how | wish that | had his command of our language. | adore
sarcasm and deem it the highest form of wit, not the lowest. Hugh sooften writes exactly what | feel and expresses opinions (usually the
same as mine) in the precise way that I would it | could but can't so
for all our sakes Hugh = write on! Secondly, what a great event aProbe convention would be if only everyone could be pursuaded to show
up. I for one would love to be able to put faces to the names that
mppear in the pages of Probe every month and some of the voices | hear
on the phone. Maybe we could start by deciding where would be the best
venue (Birmingham perhaps - being central) and then "Probites™ who
live in that area could suggest a suitable hostelry or suchlike placewhere we could meet. | don’t know, maybe it’s all a bit pie in the sky
but 1'm sure that if enough ot us got our heads together and showed aninterest, something could be organised. Thirdly, | have occasionallyexperienced the same loading problems as Frank Gray on my Spectrum
128K (see letter in March Frobe). The way that | solved the problem
was to make a copy of any game that wouldn't load. | have made copiesboth on the 128K or my old 48K, it doesn’t seem to make anydifference. | have always found that the copy would then load and runwithout any trouble. | haven’t a clue why this works, | know nothingof the technicalities ot these machines, | just know that it does. Tryit Frank, it may work for you too.
Gosh, | have rabbited on a bit haven't 1?! This is probably my debut
and my swan-song all in one go but never mind, at least |'ve made some
sort’ of an effort. Maybe some of you others of the silent ma jority outthere will be inspired to jot down the odd words and submit them for
our perusal. Let's hope so.

ANN POTTER, Crossens, Southport.
(Well, Ann, for someone who reckons that they have difficulty in
writing down what they mean, you have certainly written a beautifulletter. I certainly hope it isn't your swan-song. iI too hope that
your letter will encourage other silent readers to put pen to paperand write in to Frobe. Every reader is a part of Frobe and their
opinions are valued. | agree that at first it can be rather dauntingto send in a letter or contribution but we would all love to hear from
vou: DONTE BE Shs sow ss ose sims oi vide be ma ad Wem mae 2 wa a wim wie em a wie. Mandy)
BONN I NN NNN BNE NR NN NUN BENE ERNNER
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Thanks for the latest Probe. | see that you have come in for a3 bit of
stick over the letters page. The letters page of any magazine is a
barometer of the success of the magazine in generating interest
(though not necessarily its commercial success, for which see
MicroAdventurer RIP). I, like the "small but very vocal group” felt
that the new design was a wmishmash of hard-to-decipher styles. | know
my poor old eyes are beginning to give out, but the first rule of good
design is restraint in choosing typefaces. You know you've done a good
job when no-one notices your hard work!

As someone who has assiduously avoided reading countless dozens
of those Copyright Notices included with every software package, The
Grue's revelation that all those Infocom adventures in my collection
are not, after all, mine to sell on when I've had enough of them
(unlikely event) came as a bit of a surprise! | hesitate to condone
law-breaking, but | imagine that selling your (genuine) old adventures

is not going to bring the full weight of the US court system down on
your head. | have to say, though, that Dave Havard's argument thatit's somehow UK to copy deleted games is indefensible. I'd love a
Bugatti Royale, but because they’re not built anymore doesn't mean
that 1 can happily go and steal one with a clear conscience. If an
adventure is no longer available, and genuine copies are legally un-
saleable, it would seem that your luck is not in the right quarter. If
someone had finished with an adventure that | particularly needed to
see, 1'd ask them to let me have it on permanent loan (which doesn’t
seem to be covered in Infocom's Prohibitionary Caution) and
accidentally drop a tenner in the envelope!

A pleasant surprise to see Alan Davis’ letter - | haven't heard
from him for a long while, though back in the Golden Age of Spectrum
adventuring, the correspondence between Alan and The EIf fairly
crackled through the Mail system. He was one of the true pioneers of
adventurers, though, as so many others have found, there's many a slip'twixt the writing of a brilliant program, and the selling of the
same. Of the many casulties of the software business, he was one |
missed more than most - it's good to know that he is still around. But
Alan, do yourself a big favour and have a look at the 16-bit machines
and see what you're obviously missing!

Almost tinally, my grateful thanks go to Jason Deane for his
Bloodwych series and his personal help with the Mirrorsoft adventure
tn which |'ve been struggling for many months, and having as much fun
with it as DungeonMaster.

Finally (well almost), how depressing to read Linda Wright'sletter of farewell. | hope that her unique touch with story-telling
manages to survive the transition to PBHM. And I have to endorse her
remarks about Mike Gerrard's book on Spectrum adventuring =- it'suseful and although there's really nothing new, the sections on
writing, selling, buying and playing adventu res are made as
interesting as only the best writer (currently, ahem!) on the subject
can make them.

Finally (at last), I'm sorry to have missed the {naugral
Bugblatter's Ball. Someone (or thing), who is at this moment, | hope,
melting slowly into a great blob of smelly fat, took it into theirbrain (if such a thing exists) to remove my car from outside my house
while | slept, blissfully ignoring the frenzied barking of the three
dogs that | keep for just such an eventuality! As public transportremains an unknown entity to me, 1 am currently housebound until my
car is returned (thankfully, it was found the very next morning,
though unfortunately a little lighter). Maybe next year....?

TONY BRIDGE, address c/o Probe.
FRE RENAE RS RRR ENE RN RRR NR RRR NRE RE NNR RR ERNE RAR RRNA RN ENE NRA REE NNER ERR
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am playing the Spectrum 48K version of THE HEKMITAGE which is a
good game but | am stuck half way in part two. The part | am stuck on
is where you go into a barn (after saying "John Gamon™ to a man on the
door) and a cockerel fight is going on. | can't seem to place a bet -
maybe I'm getting the wording wrong. I've tried everything | can think
ot and the game crashed on me on one occasion. If someone can tell me
what the proper command 1s | would be really grateful as | will then
know if it is just my copy of the game that is "not right"."

TONY FLECK, 178 Campden Hill Rd, Notting Hill, London W8 7AS

"1 would be very grateful if someone could give me some help on SHARD
OF INOVAR. | have got back across the w=mire a second time and invoked
the Ritual of Release but what do i do now? | hope someone can help
me. Also has anyone got any hints on WOLFMAN, KWAH and GRANGE HILL? If
you have then please could you send some to me. Thank you."

AMANDA OLIVER, 7 The Hassocks, Waterlooville, Hants, P07

"We have read all the blurb in magazines about the SAM COUPE

8QQ

computer
but that's not at al! the same as hearing from someone who has "hands
on" experience of a new model and it's a lot of money to spe
hope that the computer will really do all the things the blur
will. So | wondered if you would be kind enough to appeal in
a/any Sam Coupe owner/s to either write to me direct o
article in for Probe about using this computer? An article
nice as it would surely be of interest to any computer owne
what a new model of computer is like to actually use."

JUNE ROWE, 46 Hurdon Way, Launceston, Cornwall, PL15 8

(l] too think that an article on the Sam Coupe would be an
idea. Any Sam Coupe owners out there willing to help out?....
IEE EEE EEE EEE EE EEE EE EEE ER EEE EERE EE ERR EEE RRR EER EEE EEREREEEERRE RE

IN-TOUCH
SOFTWARE FOR SALE

FOR SPECTRUM:
RED MOON. ROBIN OF SHERWOOD. RIGELS REVENGE. MORDONS QUEST.
RETURN TO EDEN. SHERLOCK. THE QUILL. Also SCRABBLE.
PIMANIA. DUNGEON BUILDER (Graphic Adventure Mriter). Is
(converts games written in Sinclair Basic into Machine Code)
the lot plus £1.50 postage and packing.

DAVID GRAY, 34 Hunters Hall Road, Dagenham, Essex. RM10O

FOR AMSTRAD (DISCS):
SCAPEGHOST. TIME AND MAGIK. GNOME RANGER t7 each. DRILLER

PETE SIMPSON, 5 Kelsterne Close, l.even Park, Yarm, Cleveland,
Z===z==T==T=T=ZS=ZZZSESZZSZSZTECSSSCCSCICSTSSIICSCSCSSSSSEISSSESSSSSEE

FOR AMSTRAD (CASSETTES):
SEABASE DELTA, SUBSUNK, NEVER ENDING STORY, MINDSHADOW £6 inc
the lot.
FOR MSX:
EMERALD ISLE. JEWELS OF DARKNESS £5 for the pair incl p&p

JIM STRUTHEKS, 112 Disraeli St, Cowpen Quay, Blyth, Northumb
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FOK ATARI ST:
WAR IN MIDDLE EARTH (Melbourne House - Strategy). KULT (EXX0S - Arcade
Adventure? Some good puzzies). GALDREGON'S DOMAIN (Pandora - RPG).
CAPTAIN BLOUD (EXX0S - Arcade with excellent music and graphics + save
game facility). MANHUNTER NEW YORK (Sierra - Animated adventure game).
TRINITY (Infocom - text adventure). Price tb each or £35 for the lot.
Tel: 0942 217044 to check availability or write to:

SANDRA SHARKEY, 78 Merton Kd, Hightield, Wigan, WN3 6AT
====z=zz:s==z===zs==z=sz=ssss===z=s=zzz=zz==

FOR SALE (FIRST CUME FIRST SERVED BASIS ONLY):
1 Large Amster cage! Including extras: 2 Drinking troughs, 1 Spindizzy
wheel (disc driven), 1 feeding container and a bag of nuts and 1 large
dozing compartment full of soft bedding. Suitable for someone with an
amster called Alf (as this was the name of the previous occupant and
it has been etched onto the door). 1 will accept in exchange any Bob
Adams mug shots, especially ones from the "30's! Apply to:

JIM STRUTHERS, 112 Disraeli St, Cowpen Quay, Blyth, Northumberland.
WANTED

Does anyone have a recent catalogue from CASTLE SOFTWARE of Stoke on
Trent please? Contact:

DICUN PEEKE, Lliart y Goddart, Capel Garmon, Gwynedd. Tel:06902 654

WANTED: September 1989 (Vol.11 No. 12) issue of OMN| Magazine, the
foremost publication in the realm of science fact, fiction and
fantasy. |'m prepared to pay a ridiculously high price to enable me to
complete my 11 year old collection. Contact:

NEIL SHIPMAN, 1 Heath Gardens, Coalpit Heath, Bristol, BS17 2TQ

PLAYTESTERS WANTED for work on new game called "Jewels of Scotland”.
The only reward | can offer is a free copy of the first adventure in
the series entitled "Border Harrier". Please write to:

STUART LORD, 319 London Rd, High Wycombe, HP11 1EJ
Z=z=z=s=s=====z=zz=z====ZSSZ=S==ZSS==Z=SS=SCZZZSSS=ZTS=SSSSSISTSSZITTZZT=======

WANTED FOR ATARI ST: The ZORK and ENCHANTER trilogies. Please write
with price required to:

LEE HUDDLESTUNE, C/o 35 Lyddon Terrace, Leeds, LS2 SLA
T==s==z=s-rz=zzszZ=SE=ZTESZTESZZSSSSESSSSSSSSZZSSSSSSSSSSEESEIISISSESZsSSZsS

WANTED FORK AMSTRAD 6128 (TAPE OR DISC): Any adventures but am
especially fond of those by C.R.L. Please write to:

BEN ISBA, 11 South Rd, Bowdon, Cheshire, WA14 2JZ

WANTED FOR AMSTRAD (CASSETTE ONLY): INGRIDS BACK, BOOK OF THE DEAD,
SNUW QUEEN, ADVENTURE QUEST, QUESTPRUBE 111 and JACK THE RIPPER.
Please write with price required to:

JIM STRUTHERS, 112 Disraeli St, Cowpen Quay, Blyth, Northumberland
WANTED FOR SPECTRUM 48K: THE BOGGIT, BORED OF THE RINGS, HAMPSTEAD,
REBEL PLANET, MATT LUCAS, BUGSY or any other hard to get games. Please
write with list and price required to:

TONY FLECK, 178 Campden Hill Rd, Notting Hill, London, WB 7AS
ERE ERE RE EN RAE RN RAN RNR RA ERA RAR ERE RR NFA NAR NAN NERA ARAN RNA RIANA NAN RA NARA R

KINGS AND QUEENS OF THE CASTILE
AMANDA OLIVER, 7 The Hassocks, Waterlooville, Hampshire, P07 8UQQ can
offer help with LORD OF THE RINGS, SHADOWS OF MORDOR, KWAH, LIFE TERN,
SHARD OF INOVAR, REDHAWK, TREASURE [ISLAND, THE STAINLESS STEEL RAT
SAVES THE WORLD, COLOUR OF MAGIC PART 1, MAJIK, KENTILLA, STAR WRECK,
THE PAY OFF, ZZZZ, MYSTERY OF THE [INDUS VALLEY, KOBYASHI NARU, QUEST
FOK THE GOLDEN EGG CUP, QUEST FOR THE HOLY GRAIL, VENOM AND SOULS OF
DARKUN. Don’t forget to enclose S.A.E.
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H 1 NTS ANIL T 1 PS
GU 111. OF THIEVES

By DAVE HAVARD played on Amstrad CPC

Make sure, when you buy the lute trom the miller, that you put it intothe sack when you leave the windmill. Examine the rats before the
race, then bet on the grey rat. Use the prize to buy the lute. In thebrlliard room, open the red ball. Hit the coal with the prick betoure
hitting the mineial vein as the latter causes Lhe pick tou break. The
music sheet 1s a treasure, and should be banked, unopencd, to get a
further 10 points.
Snake, when leaving the reptile house, run directly towards the hot
room. Before moving the statue in the temple, make sure you have the
gloves from the garden. They solve a slippery problem. Having moved
the statue, dig 1n the sand with your hands. This solves another
slippery problem. To help the lute work properly, examine the
paintings in the gallery.

PLUZZI ED
By VICKY JACKSUN played on Spectrum

PAKT 1.
To mend the hole in the bucket use the chewing gum.

To get the batteries tor the torch teed the birds.
Do a bit of dusting to find a piece of jigsaw.Set a trap to catch a rat.

PART 2.
Examine the key to find the password to enter the cemetary.
To get rid of the vampire 11nd yourself a nice juicy steak.

To open the sate pump the bel lows.
Drop the scarecrow by the blackbird.

PART 3.
Eat a B.R. meat pie (Ugh).

Flush the toilet to stop the train.
Have fun in the snow, build a snowman.

Give the comedian a big hand.

MAGNETIC MOON = PART 1
By ALF BALDWIN piayed on Spectrua

In the lifeboat, examine the couch and search the compartment to find
the bubble helmet. Attach the oxygen bottle to the helmet. Press red
button to open airlock and enter. Wear helmet, press green button and
leave. Because of the moon's low gravity, you can jump down to thesurface. At the nose of the freighter, throw the grapnel and climb the
rope into the port. You may have to throw the grapnel more than oncebetore it catches. In the hold, search the wreckage and use the lasercutter to cut off the girder sticking out. Leave it in the centre oft
the hold, it is too heavy to climb with.
You can jump to the bottom of the hanging catwalk, and use the grapnelto climb the gap. Search the junk in the storercom to find a coil of
wire. Tie the wire to the hole 1n the doorway, throw the wire into the
hold, then go down and tie it to the girder. Go back up again and pullthe wire to haul up the girder. Frop up the loose plates with the
girder and go aft along the gangway. Bo ready to go as soon as you
prop the plates the girder will only hold them for a short time.
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CHAOS STR 1 KES BACK
By SANDRA SHARKEY played on Atari ST

A useful place to go as soon as you can is to the Demon Director. You
will €find a pit that asks you to "Trust He Jump In the Pit" - do it!
You will tind some stairs leading up where you have to contend with a
floor switch that activates a poison trap. Leave & rock on the switch
and the poison is deactivated. You need to kill a rock giant, which
can take ages and is best achieved by hit and run tactics. You also
need a solid key to open the door that the giant is guarding. Through
the door you will find a sign on the wall saying "Dead End". Once you
reach the end of the passage it is indeed a dead end. Turn around and
you will find some knights bearing down on you. DON'T PANIC! Just
keep trying to walk backwards and the wall will disappear, keep
backing away trom the knights and eventually you will be teleported
behind them. | don't know if I found a bug but as | followed the
knights they suddenly dropped dead in front of me. A quick search of
the walls reveals a button which opens the wall to reveal a stairway.
Go down the stairs and along a passage that leads to "Dragon Den". You
can fireball the doors to release the dragons, or let them do it for
you. Unce you have killed the three dragons don't get complacent as
each room has a secret passage that conceals yet more dragons. You
will also find some chests which are very useful for carrying the
dragon steaks around. Show the Power Towers to the eye in the wall to
open up a passage.

SCAPEGHOST
By STEVE McLAREN played on Amiga

PART 1

To get your strength pick up items in the right order.
To show David your strength push urn.

To unlock shed door, enlist a few friends.
PART 2

When outside oid hide-out do what Joe suggests.
Find enough evidence against the cruoks before getting police.
To get rid of Joe, turn lights on, be careful how you do this.

PART 3
Can't get in farmhouse, find something to short the electrics to the
house. Dun't forget to find power breaker before the lights come on
again. Make good use of Sarah while you carry out your job.

SOUL.S OF DARKON
By AMANDA OLIVER played on Commodore 64

Don’t drink too much mead.
Put crystal in fountain.

Zap the robot and run for cover then examine arm.
Give coin to Blacksmith.

Climb tree then look to find something.
Attack Krayler with the star.

Attack Darkon with star, plunge sword into flask, plunge sword into
Darkon.

MYSTERY OF MUNROE MANOR
By GEORGE KERSEY played on Spectrum

There is a red key in Book 1 which can unlock the door opposite the
Library. There is something in the drawer. Tie the rope to the rails
ot the broken stairs. Lets you climb down into a hole. The door after
going north from the stairs can only be unlocked with the other key.
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AMAZE - 1NG ESCAPES
By RON RAINBIRD played on Atari B800XL

COLOSSAL ADVENTURE
THE_VENDING MACHINE MAZE :

From East End of Long Hall, go SOUTH, WEST, WEST, EAST, EAST whichshould bring you to the Vending Machine to obtain batteries for yourlamp. To return go WEST then EAST.

THE PIRATE'S MAZE
From West Bank of Fissure, go SOUTH, EAST, SOUTH, SOUTH, NURTH, EAST,EAST, NORTHWEST. You should now be at the Pirate's storing place.Don’t forget to take the Chest! To return, go SOUTHEAST and NORTH.

THE STONE MAZE IN THE END GAME
From the top of the ladder, go EAST and then DOWN.

THE UNDERGROUND MAZE TO KEY AND COINS
Go down through the Living Room trapdoor, then NORTH, WEST, WEST, WESTand UP. Get the key and the bag but do not touch anything eise. Toreturn, go NURTH, WEST, SOUTH, EAST, SOUTH and UP.

ZORK 11
THE _BANK PROBLEM
From the Bank Entrance, go NURTHEAST to East Teller's Room, EAST toSafety Depository, SOUTH to Chairman's Office and get portrait. Go
NORTH and ENTER LIGHT, ENTER THE SOUTH WALL, ENTER LIGHT again and getbills. ENTER NORTH WALL, then drop the Bills and the Portrait. Go EAST
and EAST again, get the Bills and the Portrait, ENTER THE LIGHT and goSOUTH. You've done it!

ENCHANTER
THE "TERROR" PROBLEM
To negotiate this Maze, you must first have the Magic Pencil withEraser and the Map.
Go DOWN to the Translucent Room, then SOUTH and EAST. Draw a line from
F to P on the map and examine map to make sure the alteration is beingmade. Then erase the lines from V to HM and P to F. Finally, draw aline from M to P, which should seal the Terror in another part of theTranslucent koom. You can now get the GUNCHO spell and go NORTHWEST,
WEST, NORTH and UP te the South Hall via the Dungeon.

LORDS OF TIME
THEMAZEIN ZONE SIXGo through the Secret Panel after playing the Lute, then EAST, WEST,
WEST, SOUTHWEST, EAST, SOUTHEAST. Go in a well, fill the Horn anddrink the water. Go NORTH and you are back in the Clock.

WISHBR INGER
Insert token, push stick WEST, then again. Push stick SOUTH, thenagain. Now push button and say "Yes" twice.
BEER AEE RRR RSA AERA NAF FRNA EN EN ENE R ERA NERA REE NN RARE REN RAEN EN ERAN REN
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OBJECTS AND

By

BUCKET (of water) -
FLAG =

TYPEWRITER 2
PAPER =

INSECTICIDE a
AMULET =

COIN -
ROPE -
PLASTIC BAG -
HABBIT -
LANCE =

Cup ad

REMOTE CONTROL ®

1ST MAGNETIC CARD -
GAS CAPSULE 4 =

BLOWTORCH =

FUSES =

GAS TAP =

CUIN =

NEWSPAPER =

PENDANT =
KEY =

2ND MAGNETIC CARD -

GARMENT =

PILL »
CASE -

NAILS =

OATS -
MATCHES -
WAND
ROPE =

YAK =
DAGGER -
PILL -
MIRROR =
ROOT -
AXE -
PLANK -
MAP &

DYNAMITE =
HAMMER *

COIN -
RUM (use bottle) =

WALL OF ROCK =

SHIELD B

INSECT SPRAY =

MEDALLION =
KEY =

THEIR USES
FUTURE WARS

GRAHAM WHEELER played on Atari ST

Fut over door to drench Boss.
To put in hole in map.
Examine it to find code.
Put in copier to get documents.
To pass Mosquitos.
Show to guard to enter castle.
Give to Innkeeper to hear information.
To climb tree.Fill with water to throw at wolf.
To wear in Monastery.
To get Habbit from tree. and clean camera abovedoor.
To fil) with wine for Supervisor.
To open small cabinet and barrel.
To
To
To
To
To
To
To

open glass case.
put in grill in cell (air duct).kill creature in sewers.fix T.V.
fill blowtorch.
get newspaper.
cover air duct.

To transport Lo-Anne.
To open air duct.
Use on card reader
at base.
To cover video screen (croughars ship).To become invisible in order to leave ship.Lie inside to Travel on ship.

in ship and on computer console

GOLD 1CON
WILL ORTON played on Commodore 64

To build a ladder.
Feed to Yak.
Light lantern and light dynamite.
Wave to cross gorge.Tie to root for access to maze and map.
To frighten snowman which protects way south.
To stab dog which guards waiting room.
Swallow to lose weight.
Break for access west.
Tie rope to this.
Chop root and chop plank.
Cross gap and chop to build ladder.
Directions through maze to pill and clue.
To clear rock fall.
To break mirror.
Insert in siotted lock to open door.
Offer to sailor who guards Lhe way west.
Secret opening (medallion needs to be present).Reflect light to enter pyramid.
To kill fly whick protects access to arch.
Opens secret door.
To open gate to exit at end of game.
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GETT 1 NG YOu STARTED
WilzB12Z

By GRAHAM WHEELER played on Amstrad CPC

GET CAN, OPEN CAN, DRINK LAGEkK, SAY TRUOL, Up, Ss, E, S, GET PIPE, GET
POKER, WW, U, W, W, GET KEY, GET TOKEN, E, N, EXAMINE GARGOYLE, PUT
TOKEN IN SLUT (paper comes out which says your future is by water),EXAMINE WELL (a spectre appears), GET SYPHON, E, GET VACUUM, SUCK UP
SPECTRE, GET PAN, S, GET LUNG ROD, E, N, GET SAUSAGES, GET BREAD, GET
MUSTARD, W, N, KISS FRUG, K1SS FROG (ugly dwart appears and stealsvacuum), N, GET DREAM WEED, N, GET PROP, S, VAULT WALL, NE, FISH, GET
SUCK, DROP LONG ROD, W, N, W, W, THROW SUCK AT DOG. «evr eceeennnnennnnn
ZEEE XSESZSCZSSE= SES EEZTErTECSSETSEICCSSSSC SSC ESSCSSSSsEZZzETESSESEZZZSSS=s

FRANKENSTEIN = PART ONE
By AMANDA ULIVER played on Commodore 64

LOOK AROUND, GET MONEY, WEST, DOWN, EXPLORE ROOM, SIT (your moneydrops from your pocket), WAIT (father appears, hands you a knife andunlocks the door), STAND UP, SEARCH ARMCHAIR, GET MONEY, EXAMINE
CHIMNEY, GET PICTURE, EXAMINE PICTURE, EAST, EXPLORE GARDEN, EXAMINE
CHEST, EXAMINE HINGE, UNSCREW HINGES WITH KNIFE... titer eenennnnennns

THE HOBBLE HUNTER
By SHARON HARWOOD played on Spectrum

FOLLOW DWARF, EXAMINE DWARF, TAKE COIN, N, TAKE CARROT, E, N, N, E,
SE, N, TAKE LAMP, GIVE CARROT TO PONY, MOUNT PONY, S, W, DISMOUUNT,
ENTER TAVERN, E, TAKE SANDWICH, EAT SANDWICH, SAY TO LANDLORD "GIVE ME
A BEER", PAY LANDLORD, TAKE BEEK, E, TAKE PORK PIE, GIVE BEER TO
HOBBLE, TAKE PARROT. If the landlord hasn't already lit your lamp (heusually does it without being asked - nice fella!) then ask hi®.ccnsia

(CONTRIBUTIONS ARE NEEDED FOR THIS SECTION PLEASE........MANDY)
WRENN NNN NNN EER RANA RAEN ARNE RARER EN ENE RANE EER RN NANI NRE NSE N ERRAND

AMUSING RESPONSES
DEADL. INE

By NEIL SHIPMAN played on Atari ST

Kiss and kill any of the suspects!
Analyze the ladder after 12 noon!

Clean the suicide note!
Read July 31 on calendar!

CONTRIBUTIONS ARE ALSO NEEDED FOR THIS SECTION PLEASE

EER RANE RRNA RE EEN NNR NNN RRR REN RE RN ENN RRR NN RR NNN RNR RRR RRR NRA ER EN RNR
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SERIALLISED SOLUTIONS
THE LOST CITY a guide to completion by JUNE ROWE

PART TWO
In the orchard outside the villa, you can CLIMB TREE to get a peach,which you should EAT to be left with the stone. This should be PLANTed
in an earthy area, then if you BREAK PHIAL, a vine grows up the wall.
DU NOT CLIMB it yet - well, not wuniess you have RAMSAVEd the game,because this is a point of no return and may lead to the end of the
game if you don't have the trident, sO return to the courtyard andcollect all you can. You won't need the key again, for one thing.
CLIMB VINE to Poseidon's Temple, and as soon as you meet him, GIVE
TRIDENT TO POSEIDON - he's an impatient type, so if you don't give itto him within three moves, he throws you out of the window.

Unce Poseidon has what he wants, he will still throw you out of the
window, but this time you float down safely onto a sandy beach.
Go north first, from here, then northeast to get a footman's mace,
which you will need south from the beach, when you come across a
belligerent crab. HIT CRAB WITH MACE to enable you to go south to a
lonely beach where there is a boat.
Precise Inputs are required here to find a necessary item - X BOAT,
LOOK IN BOAT, TAKE DUST OUT OF BOAT then CLIMB INTO BUAT and ROW
SUUTH.

This brings you to the Demon Isle, but do not panic! The dust will getrid of him when you meet him, but firstly, you need to find a mound,
which has to be examined carefully to reveal a parchment. The mound issouthwest then south of where you land ~ as in the bath-house, you do
not need to LEAVE BOAT, but just use a direction. The boat stays whereit is.
Go north now, to where the river to the west is a raging torrent. If
you now DRINK ELIXER, you will be able to JUMP ACROSS RIVER, where youmeet the demon, who threatens you with instant death if you move away.
OOUOEK! He means it, too! So THROW DUST AT DEMON. He doesn’t like thatat all, so now you can proceed west, but it's one thing afteranother.....now you are told that there is a quicksand to the west,and this is sudden death, too!
How do you get over the quicksand? This is where the carpet comes inuseful: (bet you thought it was a flying one - | did! Wrong!). DROP
CARPET, that's the answer.
You will soon arrive at a dense part of the forest, where theundergrowth is covered in leaves, but it is not autumn - could this be
a clue? It is - X UNDERGROWTH CAREFULLY to find a hole, which you can
go down to arrive at the mystic cove.
This is where you do what the conch message told you - BURN PARCHMENT
(destroy the magic scroll), TURN HOURGLASS (turn time on its head) and
hey presto! You wake up in your cabin, having successfully completed
THE LOST CITY.

ADVENTURE COMPLETED!

BRR RN ENE RAR ERNE NEN ER EE RNR EE RN EN NAAN NN ERAN AR NAS NNN RN RN ANNA RAN NNER NR
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ALF BALDWIN 0452 500512 MON TO SAT 10AM TO SPM Spectrus.

3
JACK HIGHAM 0925 819631 FRI TO MON 7PM TO 10PH Spectrum.

VALTER POOLEY 051 9331342 ANY REASONABLE TIME Various.

DOREEN BARDON 065 382 509 MON TO FRY 6PM TO 10PM Spectrus.
: WEEKENDS ANY REASONABLE TIME

MIKE BRAILSFORD 0592 757788 SUN TO SAT 10AM TO 10PM Various.

"MERC 0A24 434214 ANY REASONABLE TIME Atari ST.

JASON DEANE 0492 622750 ANY REASONABLE TIME Rigs :

JOAN PANCOTT 0305 784155 SUN TOD SAT NOON TO 10PM Amstrad.

ISLA DONALDSON oat 0540602 SUN TO SAT NOON TO 12PM Amstrad.

NIC RUMSEY easy2 2737 MON TO FRI 6PM To opm Various.

REG LILLEY : L4iga07 215521 TUE TO SUN 6PM TO 11PH Commodore

BARBARA a
BASS INGTHWA I GHTE . p935 26174 SUN TO SAT 10AM TO 10PHM BBC.

BARBARA GIBB © 0S1 7226731 ANY EVENING FROM 7PRm BBC.

DAVE BARKER 01 732 1513 MON TO FRI 7PM TO 10PM Various.

STUART WHYTE 061 9804645 ANY REASONABLE TIME Austad

ROBIN MATTHEW 0222 569115 ANY REASONABLE TIME IBM PC

a » 8 THE ULTIMATE INFOCOM HELPLINE # @® .
If you need help with an Infocom adventure then who better to
help you than A GRUE! Ring GRUE on 0695 573141 between 7:30pesto
9pm Mon to Fri. Or write to 64 COUNTY ROAD, ORMSKIRK, WEST LANCS,
L39 1QH.

ADVENTURE PROBE
4

3 etIf you need to contact Probe please telephone > pu
0492 77305. I will be available at all
reasonable times any day apart fros Sunday, ;

but please try to telephone between 10am and [=
10pe. If you are telephoning for help on an
adventure then please try to phone during the :

5

day as the solutions are on hand during that Boal
Ap time. ?
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RETARDED CREATURES AND CAVERNS
THE BALROG AND THE CAT
FROM OUT OF A DARK NIGHT SKY
BEHIND CLOSED DOORS 3
BEHIND CLOSED DOORS (The Sequel)
BULBO AND THE LIZARD-KING

AN EVERYDAY TALE OF A SEEKER OF GOLD

hE2LINDA WRIGHT

SHAUN MCCLURE & IAN SMITH

KARL BUNYAN
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‘Spec.48/128
Spec.48/128
Spec.48/128
Spec.48/128

~
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Spec.48/128
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NOTES .... * indicates that there is a 'FREE' game on the other side of the tape.
** indicates that the game is in TWO parts. *** indicates that the game is in
THREE parts. + indicates that there are TWO seperate games on the same tape.

SPECIAL OFFER ... Buy more than ONE game and you mey deduct 50p from each ADDITIONAL

game, provided the additional game costs more than £1.99.

PRICE

£2.49
£2.49
£2.49
£2.49
£1.99
£1.99
£1.99
£1.99
£1.99

.99

.99
£1
£1
£1.99
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.49
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ALL PRICES INCLUDE FOR FIRST CLASS POSTAGE WITHIN THE UNITED KINGDOM ... OUTSIDE U.K.
PLEASE ADD AN EXTRA L1 IN ORDER TO COVER THE ADDITIONAL POSTAL CHARGES ...
All cheques/postal orders to be made payable to ZENOB1 SOFTWARE and forwarded to .

ZENOBI SOFTWARE. 26 SPOTLAND TOPS, CUTGATE, ROCHDALE, LANCASHIRE, OL12 7NX

Zenobi Software
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